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This study examined the effects that selected institutional

factors (tenure arrangements and income tax structure) have on the eco-

nomic organization of beef cattle firms. The relative advantage to an

owner-operator, tenant, or landlord of a tax-sheltered investment in a

beef breeding herd was evaluated.

A multiperiod decision model for a beef cow-calf firm was formu-

lated as a dynamic linear programming problem. Decisions made during one

production period were binding on alternatives in subsequent production

periods. Features of the model included provisions for maximizing after-

tax income of the ranch organization for full-equity owner-operator

situations, complete renter situations, and 50-50 revenue-cost sharing ar-

rangements between landlord and tenant. Income tax-paying activities were

included that required capital for paying taxes in proportion to annual

taxable income. The model was designed to maximize after- tax income to

owned resources over a 15-year planning horizon. Landowner situations

(owner-operator and landlord) were optimized with varying levels of non-

ranch income.

A representative ranch firm formed the resource basis of the

analysis. The ranch operator could add to the breeding herd with raised

xi i



heifers and had the option of selling weaned calves or feeder steers and

heifers. Available grazing could be increased by purchasing more land or

by establishing improved pasture-

Tax regulations included in the study were paying capital gains

income taxes on sales from cull cows (allowing 50 percent deduction on

taxable income); capitalizing land -c lear ing costs over a 10-year period,

or charging land clearing-expenses as ordinary business expense up to 25

percent of taxable ranch income (maximum of $5,000 per year); and

charging soils and water conservation expenses as ordinary expenses in the

year incurred, up to a maximum of 25 percent of gross ranch income, with

any excess expenses carried over to succeeding years. Nonranch income

was included as available capital to the firm and was assumed to be com-

pletely taxable.

The effects of various tenure arrangements on optimal ranch orga-

nization were evaluated for situations without any nonranch income.

After-tax income was maximized for each of the three resource ownership

situations. The basic solutions for the different tenure situations

showed many similarities. No additional land was purchased and approxi-

mately one-third of the initial 3,500 acres of rangeland was established

in permanent pasture. However, after-tax incomes varied among the three

types of tenure situations.

The effects of various tax management strategies on the optimal

ranch organization were evaluated for four levels of nonranch income

($5,000, $15,000, $25,000, and $50,000 annually). The results indicated

that present capital gains previsions in the tax law provide an incentive

for individuals in the beef cow-calf industry with large nonranch incomes

to sell calves and increase the breeding herd. Individuals with little

XIII



or no nonranch income would find it more profitable to sell feeders and

maintain a smaller cow herd.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Beef cattle production is continually becoming relatively more

important as a source of farm income in Florida. Total cash farm re-

ceipts from the sale of cattle and calves in Florida increased from $41.3

million (6.5 percent of total cash farm receipts) in 1955 to $163.9 mil-

lion (11-5 percent of total cash farm receipts) in 1971. Beef cattle and

calves on Florida ranches totaled 1,681 thousand head as of

January 1, 1972. This represents an increase of 392,000 head since I960

[1, pp. 1-2]. According to the 1969 U- S- Census of Agriculture [2, p. 2]

there were 14.03 million acres of land in farms in Florida but only 2.23

million acres were used for harvested crops. Thus, Florida has a great

potential for growth of the beef industry with large acreages available

for cattle production in a mild climate suitable for year-round grazing

in parts of Central and Southern Florida.

Even with this ideal climate and abundant water for the produc-

tion of forages, Florida still has many problems to solve in beef

production. Most of these problems are due to variations in soil, ter-

rain, and management practices. Brodnax and Eddleman [3] found that

grazing land requirements per mature cow ranged from 3-33 to 8.1 acres

and for some ranches this figure was as high as 20 acres per cow on na-

tive pasture. Beef produced per acre ranged from 41 pounds to 143 pounds,

but some of the top cattle producers and research units have already ob-

tained 400 pounds of beef per acre. In that study five representative

1



cow-calf organizations were identified which ranged in size from 100

acres to 17,000 acres of grazeable land with a herd size of ^3 animal

units to 3.131 animal units. Florida is unlike most states in the south-

east; a large segment of the beef industry is located on large ranches

similar to the western states.

The beef cattle industry in Florida is expected to continue to

grow. According to the 1969 DARE Report [k, pp. 123-125], cattle numbers

are expected to increase to 1.8 million head by 1975 and 2.1 million head

by I98O. The trend is toward increasing ranch size, with an estimated

10,000 ranches in 1980 as compared to over 17,000 in 1 969 . Most of the

increase in beef production is expected to be related to improved pastures

and a larger calf crop weaned.

Florida produced 35 percent of the total beef consumed in the

state in 1968. It is predicted that Florida can produce only about k2

percent of its beef needs in 1980 due to a rapidly growing population and

increasing per capita beef consumption in relation to production capacity

[k, p. 124], However, the Florida beef industry has great potential for

growth.

Statement of Problem

The large investment capital requirements of ranch units, as

characterized by many of Florida's beef producers, raises many questions

with respect to the growth potentials of firms. What are the best alter-

natives afforded ranchers in expanding their operations? What effect

d o various decisions related to capital i nves tment and income flows

have on organization of the firm?
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Beef cattle producers are continually making production decisions

that affect their incomes over time. These decisions are usually con-

sidered to be based on the ultimate objective of net revenue maximization,

but a rancher's goal may be governed by something other than maximum net

revenue. Many of the larger ranches in Central Florida are operated by

hired managers, wi th the owner having other sources of income. Thus, the

beef cow-calf enterprise may be an alternative for accomplishing some ob-

jective other than net revenue maximization. These objectives might

include maximization of after-tax income, asset accumulation through

land appreciation, or even personal satisfaction derived from owning a

ranch

.

Adjustments are taking place among beef producers in Florida but

these changes are not in terms of new producers. Land ownership is rela-

tively stable even in the face of possible high speculative value of land.

Also, large acreages are owned by wood products companies, mining firms,

and land speculators. These large land owners can greatly influence the

future of beef production (cow-calf system) in the Gulf Coast region of

Central Florida. The usual leasing arrangement is short-term (one year)

but if longer term leases were offered to cattlemen the rangeland acre-

age might be made more productive. Under a short-term lease the

cattleman grazes the native range with little consideration for the

future. Thus, many leases have a stocking rate clause in them that

limits the number of animals that can be grazed during the year. Native

pastures might be improved and even improved pastures established if the

net returns were large enough to meet specified goals for both the land-

owner and the cattleman.



Another crucial factor that is faced by ranchers, and especially

large-scale producers, is their after-tax position. The question of in-

come tax policy as it may affect ranch management decisions is very

relevant for the Florida cattleman. Many producers in the study area

have nonranch income [3]; thus, beef breeding herds could be a means for

a tax-sheltered investment. Carman [5] discusses the after-tax returns

for a tax-sheltered investment in beef cattle. His analysis shows how

taxpayers in the highest tax brackets benefit from investment in beef

cattle operations while incurring apparent large cash losses from their

investment.

The problems of financial management are important considerations

when analyzing a firm's growth pattern. Ranches in this area of the

state seem to be characterized by an internal capital rationing. Rela-

tively low use of intermediate and long-term credit was found with the

largest proportion of credit needs being annual operating capital [3J.

From a random survey of ranches in the study area, less than ^0 percent

of the ranchers interviewed admitted using any type of credit for their

ranch. On ranches with over 2,000 head, no intermediate or long-term

credit was used. Thus, growth opportunities may be available to warrant

use of more capital.

Previous firm growth studies have dealt almost entirely with

variations in technical production and market structures and not with

the institutional structures that this study considers. It is believed

that ranches in Central and South Florida are not as responsive to price

variations as they are to changes in some institutional structures. This

suggests that decisions might be based on such considerations as maxi-

mizing after-tax returns to the owner-operator rather than maximizing

the gross net returns to the firm per se.



Scope of the Study

The scope of this study includes beef cattle ranches in a nine-

county area in the Gulf Coast area of Central Florida (Figure 1). The

soils are predominately sandy and imperfectly to poorly drained. These

counties are below the normal freeze line and a killing frost is likely

in half the years. Average annual normal rainfall is 56 inches and the

mean temperature is 73° F.

Climatic factors are important to ranchers in the study area.

With the mild climate and high rainfall, year-round grazing is possible

throughout the area. Thus, very little forage is produced and stored

for use in the winter months. The warm climate and heavy rainfall in-

crease the hazard of diseases, insects, and leaching of soil fertility.

Farming in this area is usually highly specialized in either

citrus, vegetable crops, or beef cattle. Beef herds in this area are

usually large, with large areas over which to graze. Citrus and vege-

table production arc usually separate farming operations from the beef

enterprise and compete very little with beef for resources. Vegetable

and citrus production in some instances have been replaced with cattle.

This has occurred when excessively large disease problems emerged in vege-

table production or when a large acreage of citrus was lost during a

freeze. The analysis of this study deals with representative ranches

which are assumed to be completely independent from other farming

enterprises .

Purpose and Specific Objectives

The general purpose of this study was to develop an economic de-

cision model that identifies optimal ranch investment and production



Figure I. Livestock areas in Florida, shaded area is study area.
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strategies required to fulfill specified entrepreneurial goals. This

study dealt more with growth patterns and organizational change of the

ranch firm due to institutional conditions rather than with growth in the

sense of increased net worth or acreage.

Specific objectives were (1) to develop a multiperiod production

model for a beef cow-calf operation, (2) to analyze the effect of various

tenure arrangements on the organizational structure of the firm, and (3)

to compare the effects of various tax management situations on the op-

timal ranch organization.

When ownership and management of ranch firms were assumed to be

by the same individual the objective was to maximize after-tax net income,

given certain tax regulations and a specified amount of nonranch income.

Another aspect was the combining of leasing structure with tax manage-

ment. The tenant and landlord had the same objective function

(maximize after-tax net income), but their optimum organizations were dif-

ferent due to their marginal rates of taxation being different. Under a

share-lease arrangement, the landlord with outside income emphasized

minimizing income tax payments, wi th such tax strategies as the capital

ga i ns prov i s ion.

This study should be helpful in answering questions pertaining

to organizational arrangements conducive to firm survival, the aggre-

gate effect of tax-sheltered investment in beef cattle, and the effect

of tax incentives on the flow of capital into the beef industry of

Florida.

Plan of Presentation

The thesis is presented in six chapters. Chapter II provides a

general discussion of previous work in the study of firm growth. This
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brief review provides a background for this study and the need for

research in the general area of firm growth. In addition, the dynamic

nature of the problem is discussed in terms of a planning horizon for

firm decisions. The theoretical model is presented emphasizing possible

objectives for the decision-maker other than gross net revenue maximiza-

tion for the firm.

Chapter III provides a detailed description of the multiperiod

linear programming model used in the analysis. The representative re-

source situation is discussed in terms of sources and types of data.

The assumptions of the analysis are presented in a discussion of the

time period, tenure arrangements, taxing structure, and nonranch income

situations. A brief presentation of the programming matrix includes

the coding procedure for both activities and constraints. The last

part of Chapter III presents detailed information about the specific ac-

tivities of the decision model. All activities in the model are

characterized under one of the following main categories: livestock,

land, labor, capital, or tax.

Results from empirical applications of the decision model are

presented in Chapters IV and V. In Chapter IV, the optimal ranch orga-

nizations are given and discussed for the full-equity owner-operator

situations, the complete renter situations, and the 50-50 cost-revenue

sharing between landlord and tenant situations. This chapter deals only

with the firm when nonranch income is not a factor influencing entre-

preneurial decisions. Optimal firm organizations considering various

tax situations are discussed in Chapter V. These tax situations are

analyzed for the four d i f ferent nonranch income levels for the landowner

in both full ownership and cost-revenue sharing situations.



Chapter VI summarizes the results and the major conclusions of

the study. The industry implications of changes in institutional factors

with regard to aggregate beef production in the study are discussed.



CHAPTER I I

CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Growth might be defined as the gradual development toward

maturity. Penrose indicated that growth has two different connotations,

"It sometimes denotes merely increase in amount; for example, when one

speaks of 'growth' in output, exports, sales. At other times, however,

it is used in its primary meaning implying an increase in size or an im-

provement in quality as a result of a process of development" [6, p. ]].

This study's primary concern is not with total ranch size (e.g.,

total acres of land or total capital investment) as the growth alterna-

tive but more emphasis is placed on the method of obtaining the optimal

size of firm consistent with specified goals of the operator. This size

was based on the selection of the optimal combinations of alternative

activities possible for the ranch organization.

Several factors influence the process of economic growth of the

firm. These factors include price and yield variability, managerial

ability, resource supply, and institutional factors related to the ranch

firm. Most firm studies have dealt primarily with firm factors such as

price and yield variability and resource supplies. The conceptual frame

work of this study may be summarized under three headings: (1) the role

of institutional factors in firm theory, (2) the dynamic nature of the

problem, and (3) specification of the mathematical programming model

used in the analysis and review of some related studies.

10
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Fi rm Theory

The theory of the firm involves determination of the optimum

combination of different forms of output, the optimum combination of

variable factors for any given output, and the optimum rate of output.

Relevant functions required in the solutions of problems are the pro-

duction, cost, and revenue functions. These relationships are utilized

to obtain an optimum level of production which will maximize an objec-

tive, usually assumed to be the highest level of net revenue. This

section discusses the problems of compatibility among the goals of the

total ranch firm and the goals of the individuals comprising the ranch

f i rm.

Let P. = the price of product j

Y. = the output of product j
J

P. = the price of resource i

i

X. = the input of resource i

i

F - unallocated fixed costs

TR = total revenue

TC = total cost

Net Revenue = TR - TC = Z P.Y. - £ P.X. - F
J J i '

For a specific analysis, inputs are assumed to be either variable

inputs or fixed inputs. The technical relationships can then be written

as

Y. - f (X. | X ) where i = 1, 2 k, and n = k+1 , k+2, . . . ,r
J '

n

In the above expression X. represents the variable resource inputs, and

X represents given levels of specified fixed inputs. Carlbon [7],
n

Henderson and Quandt [8], and Leftwich [9] state that, by substituting

the technical production function [Y . = f(X.|x )] into the net revenue
'

l
i n
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equation and solving the equation, the optimal levels of the variable

resources, X., and products, Y., can be determined which will maximize

net revenue. Thus, variations of product and input prices would affect

the optimal arrangement of resources and production for net revenue maxi-

mization of a f i rm.

V/hen considering the individual's aspect of net revenue maximiza-

tion, not all of the variables are endogenous to the total firm

organization. All of the total disposable income of the firm is not

available for investment in capital goods for future production. A

specified proportion of disposable income must be used to satisfy the

family goals of consumption and to pay an individual's federal income

tax. Therefore, the amount of disposable income available for obtaining

control of additional resources is limited by the consumption level of

the family, the amount of income generated through the operation of the

ranch firm, the amount of nonranch income available for firm use, and

the capital requirement for paying income taxes. The interrelationship

between the ranch firm and the family and the relative importance of

institutional variables such as tax and tenure structures will have an

impact on the growth process of the ranch firm.

The net revenue function of an individual needs to be examined

with these institutional factors included. Variable rental rates, share

arrangements, and nonranch income levels would affect the individual's

optimal economic unit. Rental charges could be included in the price

for the land resources, but the tenant- landlord cost and revenue share ar-

rangement is in addition to the firm's resource system. Firm net revenue

maximization might not maximize either tenant's or landlord's net income

because of the division of income and certain exogenous variables such

as the marginal rale of taxation on taxable income.
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Let an individual's after-tax net revenue be:

Y = TR - TC = S, (E P.Y. - £ P.X.) - S F + NRI - Z(Tl)
1 j j i i 2

S. = share of gross ranch income and variable costs

S- = share of unallocated fixed costs

NRI = nonranch income

Z = effective tax rate

Tl = taxable income (gross income minus allowable tax deductions)

Tl = f(ZP.Y. - T.P.X. - F + NRI)
J J '

"

Z = f(Tl)

The optimum level of variable resources, X., and products, Y., for

optimizing the individual's net revenue is determined by the technical

production function, share of ranch net income received, nonranch income

level, and marginal rate of taxation. For a full -equity owner-operator

with no nonranch income the individual's net revenue equation would not

be affected by the S or NRI variables. However, when the individual's

total income is composed of ranch and nonranch income, taxable income is

a function of this total income and the allowable tax deductions. It

would be expected that products of the firm that were given tax-sheltered

advantage would add relatively more to the after-tax net revenue of the

optimum organization as the total income level increased (ranch plus non-

ranch income). Therefore, individual producers might be more sensitive

to their marginal rate of taxation than they would be to the firm's

marginal rates of substitution among inputs, and the marginal rates of

transformation among products.

Dynamic Nature of the Problem

With static firm theory, the problems associated with capital ac-

cumulation and variable inst i tut ionj 1 factors cannot be solved without



removing the realism. A time span is involved in organizing resources to

take maximum advantage of the given situations. In developing a dynamic

model, Plaxico states,

By omitting time as a variable, one may greatly simplify

conceptual and empirical models. At the same time, one

tends to ignore (assume away) certain practical important

problems of production timing, capital acquisition and

accumulation, transitory resource efficiency, and the im-

pact of a decision in one time period on production,
opportunities and choices during subsequent periods.

[10, p. 12]

A ranch firm represents an organization that requires several

years to reach optimum resource efficiency. Two years are needed for a

heifer to become a producing cow and improved pasture requires at least

two years for sustained high levels of forage production. For tenure

arrangements to be effective, each party in the firm needs to be able

to plan for several years.

The Internal Revenue Code also places the beef firm in a time-

wise dynamic situation with requirements such as keeping breeding stock

at least two years before the sales can be included as capital gains in-

come. This makes it necessary to employ a framework for the analysis

that is dynamic in the sense that time is explicitly included in the pro-

duction and decision process.

Mathema tical Programming Model

Linearity was assumed to describe the production and cost rela-

tionships involved in this analysis. The static firm theory described

previously can be transformed into a standard linear programming form.

Maximum net return = Z C .Y

.

( j = 1 , 2, . . . , n)

subject to: Z a..Y. < B. ( i = 1 , 2, . . . , m)

and Y. >
J
~
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Where C. = the net return from producing one unit of product j

Y. = the number of units of product j produced

a.. - the amount of resource i used to produce one unit
1

-' of product j

B. = the total amount of resource i available
i

Multiperiod linear programming as used in this analysis is an ex-

tension of static linear programming where the transformation from the

static to the "dynamic" model is produced by the use of submatrices.

The usual one period static model in vector form may be stated as

[10, p. 13]

Maximize C ' X - Z

Subject to:

B > AX

X >

Here, A is a matrix of input-output coefficients; X represents

the alternative ways that resources might be transformed into alter-

native products. The vector C describes the net revenue from each unit

of the alternative products which may be produced. The factor B speci-

fies the availability of scarce resources.

The above model can be made "dynamic" if the input-output matrix

A represents submatrices corresponding to the time periods of the

planning horizons (A., A , . . . , A ). Overlapping in rows and columns

of the submatrices adds the time dimensions to the analysis. Resources

required or produced in one time period affect available resources in

some future time period (B )• Maximum net revenue over time is repre-

sented as

Net return = Z C. Y. t = 1, . . . , r
Jt Jt

C. = the net return from producing one unit of product

j during time period t
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Many studies have used the above framework In analyzing the

process of firm growth. The early studies dealt with only one period of

production. One of the first studies that considered the multiperiod

problem was by Martin [11]. His analysis incorporated the longer run in-

vestment aspects of firm growth, and various starting equities were

determined in relation to specified growth conditions.

Fewer studies have been made of the effects of the progressive

income tax system on net income and organization of the farm firm.

Martin and Gatz [12] analyzed the possibility of high income nonfarm

persons using cattle ranches as a tax-sheltered investment. They con-

cluded that the use of cattle ranches as a tax shelter does not greatly

affect cattle prices. In another study by Dean and Carter [13]. total

revenue and total cost curves were used to determine optimum output

under varying conditions. Results showed that when the economic costs

are equal to the tax deductible costs, the income tax has no effect on

optimum output.

The effects of selected Federal income tax regulations on after-

tax net income from farming and ranching were compared in a recursive

type analysis by Vieth and Epp [14]. A five-year decision-making horizon

was involved, based on specified amounts of tax-sheltered incomes. This

study showed that capital gains provisions of the Internal Revenue Code

(tax year 1 967) provided an incentive for the absentee beef herd in-

vestor to replace the breeding herd more often than the owner-operator.

Baker [15] presented a method for specifying personal income taxes, con-

sumption, and saving in a decision model. His model specified a

progressive tax structure within a linear programming tableau, assuming

two situations: no capital gains and capital gains.
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The multiperiod model in this study presents several economic

aspects not handled by any previous beef cattle firm analysis. These in-

clude the partitioning of total income into ordinary and capital gains

incomes for tax purposes, inclusion of many alternative forage producing

systems, payment of annual income taxes on both ranch and nonranch in-

comes, and maximization of after-tax incomes of the ranch firm for three

different tenure arrangements.



CHAPTER I I I

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

In this section, three closely associated topics are discussed

in detail. First, an explanation of the basic assumptions of the analy-

sis is presented. This includes an identification of the basic resource

situation for the typical firm. Second, the model structures are re-

lated to the programming matrix. Coding procedures, resource

restrictions, objective functions, and economic activities are presented.

Third, detailed presentation of all column activities of the model are

discussed with emphasis on transfers and tax paying activities.

In general, the framework of the analysis and construction of the

model used in this study portrayed characteristics of a typical ranch

firm. The ranch operator provided management ability and controlled

ranch resources such as capital, land, labor, equipment, and livestock.

Types of resources controlled depended on the tenure arrangement: full-

equity owner-operator, complete renter, or tenant-

1

andlord cost-revenue

share arrangements. The full-equity owner-operator organization is pre-

sented as the typical situation and modifications are specified for the

other tenure arrangements. These modifications occurred primarily in

land and labor resources.

Division of the expenses and returns into categories suitable

for the taxpaying activities was a critical factor in specifying the

programming model. These tax activities were structured according to

existing federal tax regulations. For example, the annual allowable

18
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soil and viater conservation expenses were restricted by total gross

ranch income. Thus, these conservation expenses required a separate

programming activity from the pasture establishment enterprise. The

programming matrix was developed to represent the beef production alter-

natives in terms of existing tax structures for the individual operator.

Optimum ranch organizations v/ere based on the objective of maximizing

after-tax income.

The multiperiod linear programming model was solved with proce-

dures available in the Mathematical Programming System/360 (MPS/360)

.

MPS/36O procedures deal only with strategy for solving a linear program-

ming problem. Solutions were obtained with the use of an IBM 360/65

computer.

Model Assumptions

The typical ranch in the Gulf Coast area of Central Florida used

as the basic resource situation was identified by Brodnax and Eddleman

[3]- Data applicable to the area were obtained from agricultural experi-

ment station results at Gainesville, and the Range Cattle Station at

Ona; farm surveys; and consultations with scientists of the Florida Ag-

ricultural Experiment Stations.

Enterprise budgets based on production coefficients, costs, and

returns for above-average management levels were used in the programming

analysis. Copies of these enterprise budgets are on file in the Food

and Resource Economics Department.

Typical Resource Situatio n

Usually a large number of farm enterprise alternatives exist in

a producing area, but only a relatively small number of alternative
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enterprises are relevant to a typical ranch in Central Florida. As

pointed out in Chapter I, beef cattle ranches in this area of Florida

are characterized as rather large specialized operations. Approximately

30 percent of total cattle numbers in Central Florida are located on

ranches with 500 or more brood cows [1]. Also, previous research re-

sults have indicated that most economies to size are achieved with a

500-cow herd size [3]- Net ranch income (returns to investment, oper-

ator's labor, management, and risk) for representative ranch budgets,

consisting of i+80
, 900, and 2,100-cow herds, were $17-73, $20-31, and

$19- 7^+ per cow, respectively.

The levels of resources available for the initial year of the

programming analyses are shown in Table 1. This basic ranch organization

was based solely on a cow-calf operation. Calves were sold when weaned

and all replacement heifers were selected from the calf crop.

Range land required for the cow-calf herd was 3,500 acres. The

initial ranch unit was based on full equity in this acreage for either

an owner-operator or a landlord. The full-time operator had 2,700 hours

of labor available annually, divided equally between three production

periods for the year. Additional labor could be purchased in unlimited

amounts for each production period.

Land was initially valued at $150 per acre plus an additional

$7-21 per acre for land improvements. These land improvements included

corrals, barns, wells, feed boxes, and fencing needed for 3,500 acres of

rangeland. The complement of machinery and equipment required for oper-

ating 3,500 acres of rangeland had an average total value of $22,855

($6.53 per acre). Net value of livestock was $105,700 (based on $197

per cow unit including proportional value of a bull and $120 per replace-

ment hei fer) .
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Table 1. Initial resources available on the representative ranch used
in the programming analysis

tern Unit Total

Brood cows

Weaned calves

Replacement heifers

Bulls

Range land

Operator labor:

Period I (November-February)
Period II (March-June)

Period III (July-October)
Total available labor

Net worth:
Land d

Buildings, fences, and improvements
Machinery and equipment^
Livestock

Total initial net worth

Borrowing capacity (50 percent of net worth)

head
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The initial net worth position varied according to the tenure

arrangement. For the full-equity owner-operator all the above items

were included in the net worth of the firm. Value of land, buildings,

fences, and other land improvements was excluded from the net worth of

the firm for the complete renter and tenant- land lord cost-revenue share

arrangements. These land and improvement values were added to landlord's

net worth.

The expense and income of the ranch firm included only those re-

sources that were directly related to production activities of the ranch.

With a complete renter situation, the operator paid a fixed sum to the

landowner for use of the land and the landlord assumed all expenses di-

rectly related to land. The tenant- land lord cost-revenue share

arrangement delegated fixed land expenses entirely to the landlord to be

deducted from his share of ranch income. Thus, fixed land expenses

(real estate taxes and depreciation on improvements) were considered as

a direct firm expense for only the full-equity owner-operator situation.

Enterprise Organization

The programming analysis of this study considered four beef

cattle production alternatives. In addition to the basic cow-calf system

with weaned calves sold in October, the calves could be kept for an ad-

ditional six months on winter grazing and sold as feeders in April.

Also, feeders could be purchased in October and sold in April. Another

livestock alternative was buying stocker steers (375 pounds) in April

with supplemental feeding on pasture until October. These feeder alter-

natives allowed flexibility in selling during months when prices are

normally high and in utilizing excess forage from pastures. Culled cows

were sold in March after the calving season. Prices received for cattle

during the 1966— 70 period are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Average ( 1 966-70) cattle prices adjusted for trend by months,
16 Florida livestock auctions

Class Grade We i ght
Monthly prices

March Apr i 1 October

Cows

Calves

Feeder steers

Commerc ia

Good

Choice

-cwt • dol lars per cwt .

8.75 20.24 20.88 18.34

4.00 31.50 33-07 27.68

6.25 27.21 27.36 26.28

Source: Florida Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Flor ida

Agricultural Statistics Livestock Summary , 1966-70.

Cattle prices are generally higher during the spring months than

during the fall, but a majority of calves produced in Florida are sold

during the fall period. Calves purchased as feeders were assumed to

weigh the same as calves raised (400 pounds).

The weaning percentage for calves was 80 percent- Thus, 20 per-

cent of the brood cows either did not wean a calf or died during the

year. Death loss was equal to 2 percent for brood cows. The average

number of years that a mature cow remained in the herd was ten. Thus,

to maintain herd size an approximate replacement rate of 12 percent per

year was required. An additional 8 percent of the brood cows (without

calves) was available for culling to improve the quality of the herd.

Brood cow numbers were maintained and increased only by keeping

weaned heifer calves. Fifty percent of the weaned calves were assumed

to be heifers and could be kept for herd replacement and expansion. The

minimum number of replacement heifers kept each year was 60 head to

maintain at least 500 brood cows in the herd. Two years are required

for a heifer to mature. Thus, a heifer born in March produced a calf

two years later.
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The livestock enterprise summary shown in Table 3 reflects the

animal unit equivalents, annual expenses, and cash receipts for each

class of livestock. Animal unit equivalents were used in determining

the grazing requirements for the entire herd. One animal unit month

(AUM) of grazing represents the amount of forage or grazing required to

maintain one mature cow (approximately 950 pounds in weight) for one

month. Yields for each forage enterprise were measured as animal unit

months of grazing. The annual cost of production for each enterprise

was not included as an annual expense to a specific class of livestock.

The livestock inventory added to the firm's net worth. One

brood cow and a twenty-fifth share of a bull was valued at $197- Re-

placement heifers increased the beginning year inventory by $120.

Personal property taxes were paid on livestock at a rate of 3-5 mills.

Thus, the ranch firm was taxed at an annual rate of $.70 per brood cow

and $ . 42 per heifer.

Restrictive Production Resources

The assumptions related to the restrictive resources of the re-

presentative ranch firm (land, labor, capital, and management) are

presented in this section.

The livestock enterprises (cow-calf system and feeders) were in-

come-producing activities and required varying amounts of resources.

Land .--Since most of the feed requirements for the herd were

obtained from grazing, the land base for forage production was a restric-

tive factor in livestock production. The representative resource

situation consisted of 3,500 acres in rangeland that supported the 500-

cow herd. Some of this acreage had to be in improved pasture to support
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Table 3- Animal unit equivalents, annual expenses, and cash receipts
per head for each class of livestock

Class
Animal unit
equ iva lents

Annua 1

expenses
Cash

rece ipts

Cow, with calf
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Table 4. Per acre capital requirements for purchasing land, including
annual appreciation of 6 percent; machinery and equipment; and
building, fencing, and other permanent land improvements for

beef herd

Year
Value

of land
c

I nvestment
mach i nery

and
equ ipment

I nvestment
bu i Idi ng

and
improvement

Total

i nves tment

1
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$66.91 (one-third of $200.73) plus the additional per acre capital

requirements of $29.03 (equipment $11.7*+; fencing and other improvements

$1^.29, miscellaneous closing costs $3.00). Loan payments were $13-38

per year plus interest on unpaid balance for ten years.

An annual fixed charge of $2.49 per acre was made for land. The

charge included $.37 for insurance and repair of machinery and equipment;

$.36 for insurance and repair of buildings, fencing, and other beef

equipment; $.93 depreciation on machinery and equipment; and $.83 depre-

ciation of buildings, fencing, and beef equipment. Real estate taxes

were $1.57 per acre based on a land use value of $80 per acre plus $7.21

for land improvements, and a tax rate of 18 mills ($18 per thousand dol-

lars of evaluation). Personal property tax was $.02 per acre based on

an average investment of $6.53 per acre in machinery and equipment. An-

nual insurance costs were .38 percent of average value and annual repair

costs were computed as initial cost times 2 percent.

The ranch organization had available the alternatives of grazing

land as unimproved native range, cleared land, improved temporary pas-

ture, improved nonirrigated pasture (bahiagrass or Pangola digitgrass)

or improved seepage irrigated pasture. Before land could be transferred

from native range to improved pasture, land had to be cleared and the

improved pasture established. Costs and labor requirements for estab-

lishment of improved pastures are presented in Table 5-

Temporary pasture consisted of an annual winter grass (ryegrass)

with the acreage planted converted back to cleared land after the

grazing season. All other improved pastures were perennials and re-

mained in the farm organization for 15 years.at which time the grass had

to be reestablished. As shown in Table 6, several alternatives were
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Table 5. Estimated per acre cost and labor requirements for

establishment of improved pasture

I tern Expense
Labor

requ i red

Clearing

Irrigation system (seepage):
Capitalized expense
Conservation expense
Establishment of grass

Total

Bahiagrass: ,

Conservation expense
Establishment of grass

Total

Pangola digitgrass:
Conservation expense
Establishment of grass

Total

-do liars-

33.93

27. 1^+

47.52

39.75
114.41

7.60
21.53
29.13

19.47
21.53
41 .00

hours-

2.1

8.3

2.2

3.3

Initial clearing involved removing brush and undesirable
growth, leveling, and breaking the land.

Seepage irrigated acreage was restricted to 25 percent of total
acreage in ranch.

Capitalized expenses were for pumps and other equipment that
could be depreciated during the years of use.

Conservation expenses were separated from other establishment
costs because of the income tax regulation restricting the total amount
of allowable conservation expenses per year.

available for maintaining improved perennial pastureland. These alter-

natives were based on different levels of fertilization. The cost of

maintaining unimproved native range was $.13 per acre. The acreage of

native range remained in the ranch organization unless it was improved

at an additional expense to meet increased grazing requirements of the

beef herd.

The AUM's of grazing produced per acre was an estimate of the

number of animal units that could be grazed for one month, or
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alternately, the number of months one animal unit could be grazed on one

acre. For example, assume that the .32 AUM of grazing produced during

Period III by unimproved native range was equally distributed among the

four months (July-October). Thus, .08 AUM of grazing was available for

each month. The acres required per animal unit can be determined by

All (animal unit) 1 ._ rAcres = -— s—: L— - —rn = 12.5
AUM grazing per acre -0o

This calculation indicates that 12.5 acres of unimproved native range

would be required each month during Period III to support an animal unit

(one mature cow). During the same Period I I I an acre of irrigated peren-

nial pasture (high fertilization) produced k.O AUM of grazing which would

support one animal unit per month.

Labor .--Labor requirements for livestock and pasture activities

were grouped according to the production periods: Period I (November-

February), Period II (March-June), and Period III (July -October) . These

time intervals reflect the seasonal components of production activities

for a beef herd. Period I is the winter season requiring supplemental

feeding and miscellaneous ranch repairs. The calving season occurs

during Period II and the roundup and selling activities are carried out

in Per iod III.

Labor requirements by production periods are presented in Table

7 for the livestock and forage-producing activities. The ranch operator

provides 900 hours of labor each period to meet these labor requirements.

Hired labor could be obtained during each period at a wage rate of $1.85

per hour. This wage rate included the base rate ($1.75 per hour) plus

$.10 (5-2 percent) for the employer's contribution to Social Security

taxes. No restrictions were placed on the amount of hired labor that

could be purchased in any period.
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Capi ta

1

.--The annual capital requirement consists of operating

capital (cash expenses), capital improvements (establishing improved pas-

ture), land investment, principal repayment on borrowed capital, payment

of income taxes, and family consumption at a level of $5,000 per year.

Total capital generated within the ranch firm consisted of cash receipts

from sale of weaned calves, culled cows, feeders, and stocker steers.

Additionally, nonranch income added to the total available capital. Bor-

rowed capital could be used to meet any capital requirements that exceeded

total available capital. Unused capital in any given year could be

transferred to the next production year. Accumulated capital was the

progressive total of the yearly transfers of unused capital.

Three methods of borrowing were available. As previously dis-

cussed, land could be bought with a one-third down payment and the

balance paid off over 10 years at an annual interest rate of 7 percent.

Annual operating capital could be borrowed for one year or on a three-

year loan basis. Money borrowed and paid back the beginning of the next

year with interest charges constituted the one-year loan. Under a three-

year loan only interest charges were paid on the principal during the

first and second years, then the total amount borrowed plus annual in-

terest charges for the third year were paid at the end of the third year.

The three-year loan extended the capital requirements to later years in

the program analysis. The annual interest rate on operating loans was

8 percent and was included as a cash expense for the ranch firm.

Security provided the only restriction on the amount of capital

that could be borrowed. Security, or net worth, was the sum of the

values of land, livestock and equipment. The amount of capital that

could be borrowed was $1 for each $2 of security.
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Management .--The tenure situations considered in this study were

full-equity owner-operator, complete renter, and 50-50 cost-revenue

sharing between tenant and landlord. The management level for each sit-

uation reflected in the production coefficients for livestock and forage

enterprises was assumed to be above the state average.

All resources were controlled and managed by the owner-operator

in the full-equity owner-operator situation. Enterprise returns were

based entirely on the owner-operator 's objectives. The renter controlled

all resources except land in the complete renter situation. He paid an

annual charge for use of land for a specified number of years through a

lease and then made organizational decisions according to his objectives.

With the 50-50 cost-revenue sharing tenant- land I ord situation, the net

returns were equally divided between the tenant and landlord. The land-

lord (landowner) paid real estate taxes and incurred the depreciation on

buildings and fencing. The tenant furnished his labor (2,700 hours per

year) for operation of the ranch. Consumption capital and the extra

landowner's expense were not included in the firm's annual capital re-

quirement for the tenant- land lord cost-revenue share arrangement.

Percentage shares of costs, returns, and resources for each

tenure situation are shown in Table 8. A complete renter contributed 100

percent and a tenant 50 percent of the cost of capital improvements to

land, but the landowner reaped the full increase in net worth.

Planning Horizon

The duration of time to be included within a firm's planning hor-

izon is one of the major problems pertaining to multiperiod programming

models [16]. A planning horizon is defined as the time span for a plan

that is necessary to make a decision for the first period. Uncertainty
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Table 8. Percentage share of costs, returns, and available resources
for various tenure situations
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complicates decision-making at a specific point in time because as more

information becomes available through time, confidence increases.

Ideally, short time periods are preferable for the planning hor-

izon because more detailed information can be used in optimizing the

specific objective function. The multiperiod model developed for this

study has a planning horizon composed of 15 one-year time periods. Most

previous multiperiod studies dealt with more than one year for each

planning period primarily because of the limited computer capabilities

for solving a large matrix. The size problem comes from the necessity

of setting up a submodel for each time period of the planning horizon.

If each submatrix was m x n (number of rows and columns) and the number

of time periods within the planning horizon equaled T, then the number of

rows and columns for the total matrix would be T x m and T x n,

respectively. The computation requirement grows at the rate of T

[16, p. ^67].

The shortest time period considered reasonable for this study

was one year. This time period is based on the requirement of paying in-

come taxes on an annual basis. Thus, the ranch operated on a January

through December basis with yearly transfers of cattle, land, and

capi ta 1

.

A planning horizon of 15 years was chosen for three reasons.

First, improved pastureland would have to be reestablished after 15 years

in a maintenance program. This would require additional activities for

the model which substantially increase the matrix size. Second, ac-

cording to the 1969 U. S. Census of Agriculture [2, p. 3], the average

age of farmers in Florida was approximately 53 years. Assuming that the

average age of ranchers in the study area was the same, the additional
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15 years in the planning horizon would put the ranch operator at

retirement age. The cost of computer services for solving a larger prob-

lem was also prohibitive. Approximately one hour of computer time was

required for the initial solution of an optimum ranch organization.

Tax Structure

This section discusses federal income tax laws that were incor-

porated into the analysis. All possible alternative tax regulations

could not be included in the analysis
f
but the major tax laws that affect

the ranch organization (individual and firm) were included. The tax

rules applicable to the 1971 tax year were assumed effective for this

analys is

.

The sole proprietorship form of tax regulations v/as applied as

the tax structure for the ranch operator. The rancher (owner-operator,

renter, tenant, or landlord) filed a joint return with a wife and two

children included as dependents. Each individual taxpayer was allowed a

personal exemption deduction from his adjusted gross income of $650. In

addition, another $650 per dependent was a 1 1 owed resulting in personal

exemptions of $2,600 per year. The individual is allowed either a stand-

ard deduction or an itemized total deduction to be subtracted from his

adjusted gross income. This analysis assumed $1,400 for itemized de-

ductions. Thus, annual total personal exemptions and deductions were

$4,000.

Gross i ncome . --Gross income is defined as all income from what-

ever source derived such as [17] gross income derived from business;

interest, dividends, and royalties; compensation for services (wages);

pensions; capital gains; and rents. Tv/o sources of gross income were
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included for some aspects of the analysis. First, the ranch firm was a

source of income for every optimal organization. This ranch income was

derived from two income categories (ordinary income and capital gains in-

come). The ordinary income includes receipts from the sale of weaned

calves, feeders, and stockers. Sales of culled brood cows contributed

to the capital gains income. A second source of income for an owner-

operator or landlord situation was from nonranch activities.

Nonranch income levels for the owner-operator were $5,000,

$15,000, $25,000, and $50,000 per year. The landlord in the tenant-

landlord situation was assumed to have two levels of nonranch income

($5,000 and $25,000). The renter and tenant received income only from

the ranch organization.

Adjusted gross income .--The adjusted gross income for the indi-

vidual is generally gross income minus business deductions. The

allowable deductions as specified by the Revenue Code [17] that were

used in the beef analysis were

1. deductions encountered by the business carried on

by the taxpayer, if such business does not consist
of the performance of services by the taxpayer as

an employee;

2. fifty percent of the excess of net long-term capital
gain over net short-term capital loss;

3- losses from the sale of property;

h. deductions attributable to rental property; and

5- depreciation allowed on property.

Taxable i ncome .--Taxab le income is defined as adjusted gross in-

come minus itemized family deductions and personal exemptions. The

taxable income is the amount for which the federal income tax is deter-

mined by using the income tax rates. The taxable income levels and tax
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rates used in the tax paying activities of the model are shown in

Table 9-

A total of 2k marginal tax rates {\k percent to 70 percent) are

included in the IRS tax table for a married taxpayer filing a joint re-

turn. Only nine tax-paying activities are represented in the program-

ming model because the additional 15 marginal tax rates would have

expanded the matrix size by 225 column activities. The procedures used

in the programming routine to select the correct income level for tax

paying activities are discussed later.

Tax Management Strategies

The terms before-tax incomes and after-tax incomes are used

throughout the presentation. Before-tax income is defined as net income

(total receipts minus total cash expenses). The objective function used

in the analysis was to maximize after-tax income (before-tax income

minus tax obligation for the taxable income level). Minimizing taxes

does not necessarily give the same result as maximizing after-tax in-

come. If a decision was made strictly to reduce the tax burden, but a

larger amount of money is lost by selling at a lower product price, the

net after-tax income would be less.

Ranch organ izat ion

.

--Tax management strategies available to a

rancher were developed according to regulations specified in the Farmer's

Tax Guide [18]. Farmers may file their tax returns using either the cash

basis or the accrual basis for accounting. The cash method of accounting

was used for this analysis because taxes can be postponed for the farmer

who is in a period of year-to-year increases in inventory. The accrual

method would have increased the matrix size because of yearly inventory
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Table 9- Taxable income, tax payments, and marginal tax rates

Taxable
income levels 3
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ordinary assets included items held for sale in the normal operation of

the farm business, such as livestock, livestock products, and crops.

Under certain provisions, gains and losses from sales or other disposi-

tions of ordinary assets used in the farming business and held more than

six months ( two years for breeding livestock) are often treated as gains

and losses from sales of capital assets.

Capital assets for income tax purposes are al 1 the property an

individual owns for personal purposes or investment. Capital assets are

treated differently from ordinary assets when computing income taxes on

the income derived from such assets. Capital assets held for six months

or more are classified as long-term assets. Income from short-term as-

sets are taxed at the same rate as noncapital assets. When the net

long-term capital gains exceeds the short-term capital loss, an income

tax deduction equal to 50 percent of the excess can be subtracted from

the gross income.

Income from the sale of weaned calves, feeders, and stocker

steers, was taxed as ordinary assets (held less than two years). Since

gains and losses were computed by the cash accounting method, brood cows

raised on the ranch and kept in the herd for two years or more were

taxed as capital gains during the year they were sold. For tax purposes

the selling price vias reduced by any sale costs. Cost of sale included

hauling costs, commission charges, and other similar expenses. The costs

of raising an animal were deducted as ordinary expenses during the years

the animal was being raised.

Farm producers are allowed current deductions (ordinary expenses)

of land-clearing expenditures and certain soil and water conservation ex-

penses. Previous tax laws allowed ordinary assets to be converted into

capital assets at the time of land sale. The Tax Reform Act of 1969
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reduced the advantages of claiming these expenses as current deductions,

if the land is sold in less than ten years. If land is sold within any

of the nine years after these costs are claimed as ordinary expenses, a

specified percentage of the claimed expense must be reported as ordinary

income. The allowable percentage reclaimed depends on the year the land

wa s sold.

Land-clearing costs are expenditures for clearing land to make it

suitable for farming. These expenditures are for such operations as

eradication of trees, stumps and bushes, and the moving of earth. The

annual deduction of land-clearing expenses for tax purposes cannot ex-

ceed 25 percent of the taxable income from farming up to a maximum of

$5,000. If clearing expenses exceed either of these limitations, the

balance must be capitalized, and taxable income would not include the

expenditures for clearing land. Both methods of handling land-clearing

expenses were included in the programming analysis by imposing the spec-

ific limitations of the Internal Revenue Code.

Ranchers were allowed annual deductions for certain soil and

water conservation expenses as specified by law. The ranch operator

could deduct expenditures up to 25 percent of the gross income from

ranching in any one year. Conservation expenses in excess of 25 percent

of gross income could be deducted in later years within the general

limitation that no deductions in excess of 25 percent of the gross in-

come from ranching in each of these years could be taken. Soil and water

conservation activities included leveling, grading, ditching, and resto-

ration of fertility for establishment of nonirrigated and irrigated

pasture

.

The analysis did not have a land-selling activity. Thus, the

capital gains section of the tax regulations on land sales was not
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applicable. Capital gains from land appreciation were reflected in the

net worth of the landowner.

The straight line method of figuring depreciation was used in the

analysis. Depreciation for each year was estimated by dividing the

value of the property less salvage value by years of useful life. De-

preciation was deducted as an annual expense for purposes of computing

taxes and maximizing after-tax income. Sources of annual depreciation

in the study were bulls ($1.96 per mature cow); machinery and equipment

($-93 per acre operated); buildings, fences, and other capital improve-

ments ($.83 per acre operated); and seepage irrigation system ($3-^8 per

acre i rr igated) .

Other expenses associated with the operation of the beef herd

were deducted for income tax purposes during the year the expense was in-

curred. An example is expenses associated with feeders bought in

October of one year and sold in April of the following year. Expenses

from October through December were deducted the first year and expenses

for January through March were deducted the second year, even though all

income from sales of the feeder animals was reported the second year.

Nonranch income level s .--Nonranch incomes were introduced into

the analysis to determine the effects on the optimal ranch organization

and tax management strategies. The tax consequences of farm decisions

have a greater impact on cash flows and the net income when nonranch in-

come is available. The optimum tax management strategies for the ranch

firm with nonranch income were developed for the farm tax regulations

discussed in the previous section. Thus, the ranching operation was as-

sumed to be the only tax-sheltered investment available for maximizing

after-tax income.
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A maximum nonranch income of $50,000 per year was included in the

analysis. The Internal Revenue Code adds restrictions or provisions for

offsetting individual income with farm losses when nonfarm adjusted

gross income is greater than $50,000 per year.

Programming Matrix

A prototype of the multiperiod programming matrix used in the

analysis is shown in Figure 2. The matrix consisted of column activities,

row elements, right-hand-side constraints, restrictive bounds, and ob-

jective functions. One submatrix, as represented by either C, E, G, or

I in Figure 2, was composed of ^0 rows and 62 columns. Therefore, the

total matrix (15 submatrices) consisted of 600 rows and 930 columns. The

programming model is a composite of submodels. The year t represents any

submodel year which is linked to other years by resource transfers for

t + 1 1 t + 2 t + n years.

Cod i ng

The size and complexity of the multiperiod linear programming

tableau required a very carefully planned coding system to identify con-

straints and column activities. An eight-digit code was used to specify

both rows and columns. The time period (year) occupied two digits and

the title (identification) filled the other six spaces.

Table 10 provides a list of all row codes (constraints). The

period (year) was coded as the last two digits of the eight digits in

the code. For example, INC0WS01 specified the first year and INC0WSI5

specified the fifteenth year of the analysis. Column activities were

coded with the first two digits of the code as the year designation. The

cow-calf activity was coded as 01C0WCAL and 15C0WCAL for the first and
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Figure 2. Multiperiod programming matrix configuration.

Legend:

A. Column identification
B. Row identification
C. Input-output submatrix for year 1

D. Year 1 resource transfer
E. Input-output submatrix for year 2

F. Year 2 resource transfer
G. Input-output submatrix for year t

H. Year t resource transfer

I. Input-output submatrix for year 15

J. All matrix elements right of main diagonal are zero
K. Type of constraint (equality, less than or equal,

greater than or equal, or no constraint)
L. Right-hand-side restrictive vector

M. Restrictive bounds
N. Objective function I, maximize before-tax income
0. Objective function 2, maximize after-tax income for

full-equity owner-operator situation
P. Objective function 3» maximize after-tax income for

complete renter situation

Q_. Objective function k, maximize after-tax income for tenant
in 50-50 cost-revenue tenant- landlord share arrangement

R. Objective function 5, maximize after-tax income for land-

lord in 50-50 cost-revenue tenant-landlord share arrangement
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Table 10. Code key, row types, and right-hand-sides of row elements for

one submatrix (one year) of the multiperiod linear programming

model

Row
codes

Explanation
Row

typ e
RHS Unit

INCOWS Receives transferred cows from the

previous year

MACOWS Cows in herd available to calve

CULCOW Cows that are required to be culled

LIQCOW Cows that are culled in excess of

the requirement

HEIFER Heifer calves kept for breeding

herd

TRCALF Transfer weaned calf to either

breeding herd, sell weaned calf,

or raised feeder calf

TRFEED Transfer feeders from raising ac-

tivity to selling activity

STOCKS Transfer stocker steers from

raising activity to selling

act iv i ty

T0LA0W Total land operated

RALAOW Native rangeland

TRCLLA Transfer cleared land to improved

pasture establishment activity

IRRLAN Land available for establishment

of irrigated pasture

IMPNIR Improved nonirrigated land

IMP I RR Improved irrigated land

TRBAHG Transfer bahiagrass pasture

TRPANG Transfer Pangola digitgrass

pasture

TRPCVI Transfer grass-clover irrigated

pasture

GZP1NF Grazing available Period I

(Nov. -Feb.)

E

E

E

E

E

L

L
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Table 10 (Continued)

Row
codes'

Explanation
Row

,

RHS Unit

GZP2MJ Grazing available Period II

(Mar. -June)

GZP3J0 Grazing available Period III

( July-Oct.)

LBPlNF Available labor Period I

(Nov. -Feb.)

LBP2MJ Available labor Period II

(Mar .-June)

LBP3J0 Available labor Period III

(July-Oct.)

CONSER Transfer all conservation expenses
to one column activity

RSCSEX Restrict soil and water conserva-
tion expenses

RSLACL Restrict land clearing as direct
expense

0VERH0 Transfer all overhead expenses to

one column activity

CAPITA Available capital for owner-operator
and renter situations

CAP50L Available capital for landlord in

50-50 tenant- landlord situation

CAP50T Available capital for tenant in

50-50 tenant- landlord situation

SECURI Security restriction for borrowing
capi tal

NETWOR Net worth accounting row

PEPREV Transfer personal property evalua-
tion to column paying activity

REESEV Transfer real estate evaluation to
column paying activity

ORDINC Ordinary income accounting row

L

L

900

900

900

E

N

AUM

AUM

hour

hour

hour

dol lar

dol 1 ar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar

dol lar
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Table 10 (Continued)

Row

codes
Explanation

Row
,

type
RHS Unit

CAPGAN Capital gains income accounting row

RANINC Ranch profit transfer row

RANLOS Ranch loss transfer row

TAX INC Owner-operator or renter's income

tax paying row

TXI50L Landlord's tax paying row

TXI50T Tenant's tax paying row

ACCEOJJ Accounting equality for tax paying
act i v i ties

PRETXINC Objective function 1 (before-tax)

POSTXINC Objective function 2 (after-tax) for

owner-operator or renter

50LANL0R Objective function 3 (after- tax) for

landlord in 50-50 tenant- I andlord
s i tuation

50TENAMT Objective function k (after-tax) for

tenant in 50-50 tenant- landlord

s i tuat ion

N
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fifteenth years, respectively. Title codes and explanations for the

columns of a submatrix are presented in Table 11. Identification of rows

and columns was simplified with the system of placing the year code on

opposite ends of the title code.

Restrictive Constraints of the Model

Restrictions were placed on the model with constrained right-

hand-sides (rows) and restrictive bounds on column activities. These

constraints helped make the model more realistic in terms of a typical

beef cattle firm. The type of row constraints and right-hand-side

levels are presented in Table 10. Row constraints restrict the factors

of production (land, labor, and capital). Bounds were placed on some of

the column activities (Table 12) to restrict these activities at equality,

upper, or lower levels. Reasons for planning restrictions on certain ac-

tivities of the model are discussed in following sections of this chapter.

Objective Function

The objective function was to maximize after-tax income for the

ranch operator during the planning horizon (15 years). Several other

objective functions could have been used. They include maximum net

worth, maximum herd size, maximum acreage, maximum before-tax income,

and maximum sales. Maximization of after-tax income was chosen for this

study because it was considered to be more closely related to the goals

of the ranch firm. Ranch operator decisions are usually compatible with

the assumption of profit maximization made in studies using static

models. But profit maximization in this study includes payment of the

individual's income taxes.

The eight-digit code POSTXINC was used in the matrix to identify

the objective function row (maximizing after-tax income). When the
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Table 11. Code key for column activities for one submatrix (one year) of

the multiperiod linear programming model

Code Explana t ion Unit

COWCAL Cow-calf activity

COWCUL Cull cow activity

COWLIQ. Liquidating cow activity in excess of cows culled

COWSTR Transfer remaining cows to next time period

HERDEX Heifer calf activity, kept for breeding herd

SV/CALF Sel 1 weaned cal f

FCALFR Feeder calf raised

FCALFP Feeder calf purchased in October

SFCALF Sell feeder calf in April

BUYSTC Buy stocker steers in April

SELSTC Sell stocker steers in October

PURLAC Purchase land on cash basis

PURLAL Purchase land on long-term loan

I N I TLA Initial land for owner-operator situation

USOWLA Total land (initial land plus purchased land) for

owner-operator, method of paying ownership land

costs

UN1MLR Land rented for complete renter situation

LEASLA Total acres leased, used to pay leasing cost

(rent), overhead, depreciation, and personal

property evaluation

LALOLA Initial land owned (3,500) by landlord for

tenant- land lord situation

SHARLA Total land in operation (initial land owned plus

land purchased by landlord) for tenant- land lord

situation used to pay overhead, depreciation, and

personal property and real estate evaluation

GZNALA Grazing native unimproved land

LACLEX Land-clearing expenses that can be charged in

year performed

head

head

head

head

head

head

head

head

head

head

head

acre

acre

acre

acre

acre

acre

acre

acre

acre

acre
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Table 11 (Continued)

Code
c

Explanation Unit

LACLCA Land-clearing expenses that must be capitalized acre

BUYFOR Hay-buying activity tons

GZCLLA Graze cleared land acre

CLLATR Cleared land transfer for establishment of
permanent pasture acre

IRLATR Transfer of land suitable for seepage irrigation
system acre

SEEPIR Investment in seepage irrigation system acre

RYEGTM Temporary grazing (ryegrass) acre

ESTBAH Establish bahiagrass pasture acre

MTBAMF Maintain bahiagrass pasture at medium fertiliza-
tion level acre

MTBAHF Bahiagrass, high fertilization acre

I DLEBA Idle bahiagrass pasture, no maintenance acre

ESTPAN Establish Pangola digitgrass pasture acre

MTPAMF Maintain Pangola digitgrass, medium fertilization acre

MTPAHF Pangola digitgrass, high fertilization acre

PARYEG Pangola digitgrass topseeded with ryegrass during
winter acre

PANHAY Pangola digitgrass pasture grazed and cut for hay acre

IDLEPA Idle Pangola digitgrass acre

ESTPCI Establish perennial grass-clover irrigated pasture acre

MPCIHF Maintain perennial grass-clover, high fertilization acre

IDLPCI Idle perennial grass-clover irrigated (no
maintenance) acre

CONSEX Pay soil and water conservation expenses dollar

LABEP1 Buy labor, Period I hour

LABEP2 Buy labor, Period II hour
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Table 11 (Continued)

Code Expl anat ion Unit

LABEP3

BORCAP

B0RCA3

CAPTRA

PEPRTX

REESTX
6

PYLEAS
f

FIXCOS

FAMCON

OTHINC

TXRINC

L0S1T1

PYTXOO

PYTXC+

PYTX12

PYTX20

PYTX28

PYTX36

PYTX52

PYTX76

PTX100

PTX200

Buy labor, Per iod I I I

Borrow capital for one year

Borrow capital for three years

Capital transfer

Pay personal property taxes

hour

do

do

do

do

Pay real estate taxes (owner-operator and landlord) do

Pay lease (renter)

Pay fixed costs

Family consumption

Income other than ranch (nonranch income)

Taxable ranch income

Ranch loss

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

Pay

ncome tax at zero level (no taxable income)

ncome tax at ^,000 level

ncome tax at 12,000 level

ncome tax at 20,000 level

ncome tax at 28,000 level

ncome tax at 36,000 level

ncome tax at 52,000 level

ncome tax at 76,000 level

ncome tax at 100,000 level

ncome tax at 200,000 level

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

ar

The period (year) was coded as the first two digits of the eight

digits in the code. ^Included only for full-equity owner-operator situa-

tions. c lncluded only for complete renter situations. Included only

for 50-50 tenant-landlord share situations. e lncluded only during owner-

operator and tenant-landlord situations. ^Included only during renter

s i tuat ions .
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Table 12. Restrictive bounds used each year for specified column

activities of the multiperiod linear programming model

Code
col umn

Explanation Unit
Type

bounds
Amount

COWCAL

HERDEX

FCALFP

BUYSTC

BUYFOR

LACLEX

LACLCA

RYEGTM

PANHAY

FAM CON

OTHINC

Cow- calf activity

Herd expansion

Feeders purchased

Buy stocker steers

Buy forage (hay)

Land clearing as direct expense

Land clearing with expense capitalized acres

Temporary grazing

Pangola digitgrass pasture grazed and
cut for hay

Family consumption

Nonranch income level

head
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objective functions for the tenant or landlord situations were imposed,

the codes 50TENANT and 50LANL0R were used. With the 50-50 cost-revenue

tenant- landlord share situation, the POSTXINC entries were divided

equally between the partners.

Activities of the Model

Activities of the multiperiod programming model are discussed by

categories: livestock enterprises, land activities, and financial com-

ponents of the model. The presentation in this section describes the

activities included for these categories for one submatrix (one-year

period). A submatrix included the input-output coefficients for a

specific year ( t) with activities for resource transfers to future years.

The year t signifies any year of the planning horizon.

The programming matrix is constructed with the column activities

across the top and the constraint rows down the side of the page. Co-

efficients are placed in position (cells) according to the specified

column and row. For the row constraints a negative sign with a coeffi-

cient indicates an addition to the right-hand-side. The positive or no

sign signifies a subtraction. Expenses are indicated as negative in the

objective function row and receipts are positive. Thus, sale of a culled

cow adds to after-tax income and expenses, such as raising a heifer, sub-

tract from the objective function.

The coefficients in the matrix represent a one-unit segment. For

example, the coefficients in the COWCAL column are based on one cow unit

of the cow-calf activity. The requirements for purchasing an acre of

land with cash are depicted in the land purchase column (PURLAC) . If

the optimum organization required 100 acres of purchased land, the

total requirements of a resource would be 100 times the coefficient in

the purchase land column.
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The actual coefficients used in the analysis are included in the

tables. The discussion of the programming matrix primarily represents

the matrix formulation for the owner-operator situation. When the renter

and tenant- land lord situations vary from the owner-operator, these dif-

ferences will be discussed. The expense and receipt coefficients, when

maximizing for the tenant or landlord with the 50-50 cost-revenue share

arrangement, were usually 50 percent of the owner-operator coefficients.

Therefore, the rows pertaining specifically to the tenant or landlord

were excluded from the matrix presentation unless the 50-50 cost-revenue

share situation did not apply. These rows were capital (CAP50T and

CAP50L) , taxable income (TXI50T and TXI50L), and objective functions

(50TENANT and 50 LAN LOR)

.

Livestock enterpr i ses .--The livestock production activities con-

sidered in the analysis are presented in Tables 13 and \k. The activities

related to the brood cow production system and transfers depict a typical

cow-calf system. All mature brood cows are entered in the cow-calf ac-

tivity (C0WCAL) at the beginning of the year. Total annual requirements

for a mature cow with a calf and a twenty-fifth of a bull are re-

flected in the C0WCAL coefficients. Cows could either be culled (C0WCUL)

,

liquidated (C0WLIQ.), or transferred (C0WSTR) to the cow-calf activity for

next year (t+l). The C0WCUL activity is constrained by an equality row

(CULC0W) at the specified culling rate. Additional cows can be culled

(COWLIQj to a rate specified by the less-than row (LIQ.C0W). Resources

are added to the constraint levels by the C0WCUL and C0WLIQ. activities

because these cows would not remain in the herd (C0WCAL) a full year.

Receipts from the culling activities are included in the taxing row

(TAXINC) at the capital gains income level (one-half of sales value).
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Table 13. Linear programming tableau specifying the brood cow activities
of the multiperiod model for year t

Row
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Table 13 (Continued)
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Table 1^+. Linear programming tableau specifying the feeder and stocker
activities of the multiperiod model for year t

Row
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The COWSTR column transfers cows to the next year (INCOWS .) and allows

for 2 percent death loss.

A lower bound of 500 brood cows was set on the COWCAL activity

for the fifth year through the fifteenth year of the planning horizon.

Since each tenure situation started with 500 cows, the possibility of

increasing income by selling cows below this level was eliminated with

the bound restriction. The bound did not become effective until the

fifth year to allow for adjustments in the cow-calf activity. These ad-

justments were needed because of the two years required for raising a

brood cow from a heifer calf.

Calves weaned from the COWCAL activity are made available through

the equality row (TRCALF) for herd expansion (HERDEX) , selling (SWCALF),

or the feeder operation (FCALFR). Heifers kept for the breeding herd

are constrained with the HEIFER row to a maximum of 50 percent of weaned

calf crop- Requirements for raising a heifer are presented for years t

and t+1 , then the heifer is included in the brood cow herd ( INCOWS _)

in the third year with an adjustment for death loss. Weaned calves sold

(SWCALF) add to gross receipts as ordinary income.

Table \k illustrates the feeder and stocker activities of the

matrix. Two sources of feeders were available for the organization:

transfer of weaned calves from cow-calf herd (FCALFR) and calves pur-

chased for feeders (FCALFP) . Both of these systems had the same grazing

and labor requirement for the period October through March. Thus, re-

source requirements, costs, and returns were included for both year t

and year t+1 depending on the year involved. The selling activity

(SFCALF) occurred in year t+1 and was accomplished through the transfer

with the equality row (TRFEED) . All the gross sales from feeders were

taxed as ordinary income in year t+1. The other livestock alternative
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was grazing of purchased stocker steers (375 pounds) from April to

October. Resource levels and costs are shown in the purchase stocker

activity (BUYSTC) and the sale act iv i ty (SELSTC) reflects the gross sales

from a stocker steer-

There were several reasons for separating the livestock selling

activities (COWCUL, COWLIQ, SWCALF, SFCALF, and SELSTC) . One important

reason was the tax regulations pertaining to allowable conservation ex-

penses and capital gains income- Allowable conservation expenses are

restricted by total gross sales and capital gains income is taxed at a

lower rate than ordinary income. The two alternatives for acquiring

feeders were raising them and a cash purchase. Each alternative was con-

sidered separately because of different capital requirements.

Land act i v i t ies .--F ixed charges such as real estate taxes, de-

preciation, and miscellaneous overhead expenses were based on an acre of

land. The proportion of an item charged depended on the type of tenure

situation being considered. This required that each tenure arrangement

have different land activities (Table 15)- Land activities (columns) for

a tenure group were deleted from the matrix when the specific tenure ar-

rangement was not being considered.

The activities that specified alternatives for land use were

IN I TLA (for the owner-operator), UN I MLR (for the renter), and LALOLA

(for the tenant- land lord) . For the owner-operator and tenant-landlord

arrangements the initial land owned (INI TLA and LALOLA) was fixed at

3,500 acres. The renter's land activity was unrestricted. Any amount

of land could be rented during a year but once the land was leased

(UNIMLR) it had to remain in the firm for the remaining years in the

planning horizon. The equality row (T0LA0W) transferred the total
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Table 15. Linear programming tableau specifying the land activities of

the multiperiod model for year t and each tenure situation
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acreage to an annual expense activity for each tenure group: USOWLA

(ov/ner-operator), LEASLA (land leased by renter), and SHARLA (land in

tenant- land lord share arrangement). Land available for seepage irriga-

tion was restricted to a maximum of 25 percent of total land (IRRLAN).

Annual land expense activities varied among tenure groups. For

the full-equity owner-operator, all fixed costs were charged as a firm

expense. The renter firm only paid $.60 of the per acre overhead charges

and $.93 for depreciation of machinery and equipment. But the renter

did pay a rental rate to the landowner based on real estate evaluation

(REESEV) . Under the tenant- land lord arrangement the firm paid all over-

head and depreciation costs per acre except for real estate taxes and

buildings and fencing depreciation which were incurred by the landlord.

These land activities added to security (SECURl), net worth (NETWOR)

,

personal property tax evaluation (PEPREV) , and real estate tax evaluation

(REESEV) rows for the firm. With the renter and tenant- land lord situa-

tions, land value was not counted in the firm's security or net worth.

Increases in land value were fully attributed to the landowner's

(owner- opera tor or landlord) net worth.

The size of the basic ranch acreage could be increased by pur-

chasing land (Table 16). The two methods of purchasing land were

PURLAC (cash buy) and PURLAL (loan basis). When land was purchased, it

entered the total land activity (TOLAOW) and increased the land available

for irrigation. Land purchasing activities were only relevant for the

full-equity owner-operator and the landlord in the tenant- land lord

arrangement

.

The capital requirement for purchasing land with cash depended

on the year bought since land increased in value at a rate of 6 percent

per year. For tax purposes the only cost that could be charged against
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Table 16. Linear programming tableau specifying the land purchasing and

clearing activities of the multiperiod model for year t

Row
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Table 16 (Cor



6k

the beef firm was a $3 per acre closing cost (legal fees) . This cost

was capitalized over 10 tax years. For land purchased under a 10-year

loan, both the closing cost and the yearly interest charge were counted

as a tax deductable expense. Thus, the total expense included in the

objective function was closing cost plus total interest on the loan.

Total net worth and available security were reduced each year by the

total amount due on the loan. Once land entered the program it was

counted in the USOWLA column (Table 15) as being fully owned.

Land was classed either as unimproved native range or improved

pasture. Since all land in the initial resource situation was assumed

to be unimproved native range, several alternatives were available for

improving land. The first alternatives were basic land clearing require-

ments (Table 16). Two column activities were available for land clearing

(LACLEX and LACLCA). Land-c lear i ng costs were charged as a tax deduction

on ordinary income (LACLEX) in amounts up to 25 percent of taxable in-

come in a specific year, or a maximum of $5,000. The row RSLACL

constrained the activity to 25 percent of taxable income and the $5,000

limit was imposed on the column by an upper bound of 1^7-25 acres

(1*47-25 x $33-39 = $5,000). Any land-clearing costs that exceeded the

direct expense deduction allowance were handled as capital assets in the

LACLCA activity (expense capitalized over 10 tax years).

Cleared land could either be grazed, planted in temporary

grazing, or established as improved nonirrigated or irrigated permanent

pasture. The CLLATR column and TRCLLA row allowed for transfers of

cleared land. The IRLATR column transferred land available for irriga-

tion through time (year t to year t+1)

.

Nonirrigated permanent pasture could be established on cleared

land (Table 17)- Acreages of irrigated pasture had to be transferred
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Table 17. Linear programming tableau specifying improved pasture estab-
lishment activities of the multiperiod model for year t

Row

codes

Coded activities related to establishing permanent pasture

SEEPIR
t
ESTBAH ESTPAN ESTPCI

t
CONSEX

TRCLLA

IRRLAN

IMPNIR

IMPIRR

GZP1NF

GZP2MJ

GZP3J0

LBP1NF

LBP2MJ

LBP3J0

CONSER

RSCSEX

CAPITA

OROINC

TAX INC

TRBAHG

TRPANG

TRPCVI

TRBAHG

TRPANG

TRPCVI

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

+ n

+n

+n

1.0

1.0

1.0

-20.00

h7.1h

1.0 1.0

1.0

-1.0

1.0

-.30
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through the seepage irrigation activity ( SEEP I R) before it could be

established as permanent pasture (ESTPCl). The seepage irrigation system

consisted of capital improvements such as ditching, wells, pumps, etc. A

$20 per acre cost of leveling and ditching was included as conservation

expenses. Part of the expenses for establishing the three types of per-

manent pasture were charged as conservation expenses. The equality row

(CONSER) accumulated the conservation expenses and they were charged to

the firm by means of the conservation column (CONSEX). During the year

of establishment the improved pasture required labor and furnished some

grazing. These establishment requirements were only for one year in the

planning horizon. Pasture acreage established in year t was transferred

to an annual pasture maintenance activity for each remaining year of the

planning period (t+1, t+2, .... t , _)

.

The annual maintenance activities for improved permanent pasture

are presented in Table 18. Once pasture was established, several alter-

native levels of maintenance (fertilization) were available each year.

For example, established bahiagrass pasture (ESTBAH) had maintenance al-

ternatives of medium fertilization (MTBAMF) , high fertilization (MTBAHF)

,

or no maintenance (IDLEBA). The established acreage could be allocated

in any proportion in any year by the transfer row (TRBAHG) . Each main-

tenance activity increased available grazing (e.g., row GZP1NF) and

required labor according to the type of pasture and level of fertiliza-

tion. Improved pasture increased the landowner's capital asset value

(SECURI and NETWOR) . All expenses related to maintenance were allowed

as taxable deductions for the beef firm. The irrigated pasture activi-

ties (MPCIHF and IDLPCl) included overhead expenses (OVERHD) for taxes,

insurance, and annual repairs on the irrigation system. Overhead was
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less for idle irrigated pasture (IDLPCI) because no repair costs were

charged. Annual depreciation on the irrigation system ($3-^+8 per acre)

was included in the objective functions but not in the capital row. An

upper bound of 300 acres was set on the Pangola digitgrass pasture

grazed and cut for hay (PANHAY).

Cleared land that was not established in permanent pasture was

either grazed as cleared land (gZCLLA) or grazed as temporary pasture

(RYEGTM) . Acreage not cleared remained in the graze native land activity

(GZNALA) . These three activities, hay buying (BUYFOR), and fixed cost

(FIXCOS) activities are shown in Table 19-

Financial components . --The labor purchasing, capital borrowing,

and capital transfer activities are given in Table 20. Labor require-

ments were separated into three periods to correspond to the production

periods for beef herds. When labor requirements for any period exceeded

900 hours, labor could be purchased at a cost of $1.85 per hour. Capital

could be borrowed by two methods (B0RCAP and B0RCA3) . The first method

was to borrow capital one year ( t) and repay it the next year (t+1) with

the interest charged as a firm expense. The other method (B0RCA3) was to

assume a three-year loan. Annual interest charges were deducted as tax-

able expenses each year of the loan and the total loan was repaid the

third year (t+3)- Total capital borrowing was restricted by the security

row (SECURl)wi th $2 of security backing required for each dollar borrowed.

Excess capital could be transferred from year t to year t+1 through the

capital transfer activity (CAPTRA).

Personal property taxes (PEPRTX) and real estate taxes (REESTX)

were considered as separate activities because they were taxed at differ-

ent rates (Table 21). Personal property taxes on livestock, machinery,
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Table 19. Linear programming tableau specifying the hay purchasing,
paying overhead, temporary grazing, and unimproved grazing
activities of the multiperiod model for year t

Row
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Table 20. Linear programming tableau specifying labor purchasing and
capital borrowing activities of the multiperiod model for
year t

Row
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and equipment were considered as ordinary firm expenses. Real estate

taxes were entirely the landowner's expense. Real estate taxes were a

firm expense for the owner-operator, a landlord expense for the tenant-

landlord situation, and were not considered in the complete renter

situation except that taxes formed part of the charge for the land lease

in the objective function. The renter paid an annual lease payment

(PYLEAS) based on the landowner's real estate tax evaluation (REESEV).

The taxable ranch income activity (TXRINC) was used with the

RSLACL row to restrict the land clearing cost that could be charged as a

direct expense to a maximum of 25 percent of taxable ranch income. The

ranch loss activity (LOSlTl) and the rows RANINC and RANLOS were re-

quired for the TXRINC activity to be feasible. The family consumption

(FANCON) and nonranch income (OTHINC) activities were fixed with equality

bounds at specified levels. Family consumption represents a withdrawal

from the available capital supply and nonranch income added to available

capital and taxable income.

The income tax payment row (TAXINC) and the accounting equality

row (ACCEQ.U) shown in Table 22 allow the model to pay income taxes. The

income tax paying activities are also shown in Table 22. In considering

the capital and tax accounting rows, the following relations are

required. Given the notation,

Y = total ordinary income from the ranch

CAGA = capital gains income from the ranch

EX = ranch expenses

RY = Y + CAGA - EX = net ranch income

BC = borrowed capital

TC = capital transferred from previous year

T = income taxes
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7*+

C = family consumption capital

TY = total taxable income

TRY = taxable ranch income

A = personal tax exemptions and deductions

NRY = nonranch income

t = increment in time

f = progressive tax structure (see Table 9)

Then,

RY = Y + CAGA - EX

TRY = Y + 1/2 CAGA
t

- EX

TY = TRY
t

+ NRY
t

- A

T
t
-f(lY)

t

Required linear programming specifications:

(1) CAPITA = - RY - NRY - BC - TC + C + 620 + . . . + 110,980 <
t t t . t t t

-

(2) TAX INC = - TRY - NRY + PYTX00 + PYTXOU + . . . + PYT200 > - A

(3) ACCEQU = +1 +1+...+1 -1

(*0 POSTXINC = RY + NRY - 620 - ... - 110,980 (n) Max.

Equation (1) represents the capital activity of the model. Equa-

tion (2) requires the organization to pay income taxes when taxable

income exceeds A (allowable personal exemptions and deductions). The

ACCEQU equation (3) restricts the tax paying activities to the required

amounts. After-tax income (POSTXINC) for year t is represented by

equation (k) .

Summary

The presentation of this chapter emphasized structuring a beef

cattle firm as a workable multiperiod linear programming model.
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Assumptions and activities of the model were developed to realistically

portray a typical beef cattle firm. A focal interest was to maximize

after-tax income considering specified tax regulations pertaining to a

farm business and alternative tenure arrangements.



CHAPTER IV

OPTIMAL PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION FOR
ALTERNATIVE TENURE ARRANGEMENTS

This chapter presents the results from applying the decision

model with the initial ranch conditions and three tenure situations.

These basic situations assumed zero nonranch income for the owner-

operator, renter, or tenant- land lord arrangements. The objective

function was to maximize after-tax income for each individual. The as-

sumptions of the model were presented in detail in Chapter III. These

assumptions must be kept in mind when interpreting the results. De-

tailed information for each of the optimal ranch organizations is

presented in the Appendix. Optimal organizations for the three tenure

situations are compared and variations in ranch organizations due to

tenure arrangements are emphasized.

Owner-Operator Situation

The optimal solution for the owner-operator situation is pre-

sented in Tables 23 and kG. All resources were owned by the operator

and he received all of the net ranch income. He furnished 2,700 hours

of labor annually to the ranch.

Livestock Enterprises

The number of brood cows in the cow-calf herd ranged from k&2

head during the second year to a high of 613 head for the thirteenth

year and then decreased to 500 head the last year of the organization.

76
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Cows were culled to the maximum allowed (18 percent of mature cows) in

most years. The number of bulls required varied from 20 to 27 depending

on the number of cows.

The only way to increase herd size or replace culled cows was

with heifer calves kept from the weaned calf crop. Thus, in some years

a substantial number of heifer calves were kept for the cow herd. This

number varied from a high of 218 calves the eleventh year to the mini-

mum of 60 head for several of the latter years. Weaned calves sold

varied from zero to a maximum of 360 head in the 13th year. In general,

more calves were kept for growth of the herd during the first half of the

15-year planning horizon.

The alternatives for steer calves, and for heifer calves that did

not go into the brood cow herd, were sell as weaned calves or sell as

feeders after an additional six months on grazing. Feeder numbers

reached a peak of 29^ head during the fifth year. Feeders gained 225

pounds during the six months on grazing (October through March). Stocker

steers were purchased only during the last year of the planning period.

Seventy stocker steers were bought to utilize the excess grazing that

occurred during the months April through September from the reduction

in the brood cow herd.

Land Activities

Initial land owned was 3.500 acres of native range and no ad-

ditional land was purchased by the rancher during the planning period.

Of the total acres operated, 55^ acres were cleared and established in

improved pasture. Five hundred acres of this land were cleared the

first year with the expense capitalized over 10 years. Three hundred

acres of improved nonirrigated pasture and 25*+ acres of seepage
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irrigated pasture vere established by the third year of the planning

period. Thus, 2,9^6 acres of unimproved native range were also used for

grazing the beef herd.

Improved nonirrigated pasture was completely planted in peren-

nial grass with no temporary grazing. The perennial grass was used for

grazing, with haymaking in the fall. Some of the nonirrigated pasture

was idle during the latter part of the planning period, depending on the

grazing requirement for the year. For example, during the fourteenth

year 188 acres were maintained for grazing and haymaking and 112 acres

re not maintained (idle). The 25*+ acres of irrigated pasture were

intained at a high fertilization level for the entire planning period.

One hundred and fifty tons of hay were purchased only during the first

year to meet the feed requirements of the herd. Total feed require-

ments for the remaining years were supplied by native range and improved

pastures

.

Labor Act iv i t ies

Labor requirements were separated into three periods within a

production year. The operator had available 900 hours of his labor in

each period. Additional labor requirements could be met with hired

labor

.

Total hours of hired labor are presented in Table 23- Most

hired labor was required during Period I (November-February) for hay-

making, feeding, repairing fences, etc. Hired labor was needed only

during the first two years for the March to June period (approximately

500 hours each year). This extra labor was used mainly for the estab-

lishment of improved pasture.
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The operator's labor was utilized at the maximum of 900 hours

during Period I for every year of the organization. An excess of oper-

ator labor occurred for the other two production periods in years three

through fifteen. The amount of unutilized operator's labor never ex-

ceeded 300 hours during either of these four month production periods.

Financial Components

Soil and water conservation expenses total $17, 90k for the first

three years of the organization. Overhead expenses were $2,888 each

year. This fixed expense included insurance premiums and other miscel-

laneous costs. Personal property taxes on livestock and equipment

ranged from $*+25 to $528 per year. Real estate taxes remained constant

at $5,502 per year. This included taxes on the land, fences, and

buildings required for the beef enterprises. Four sources of depreci-

ation occurred: depreciation on bulls ($1.96 per brood cow), equipment

($•93 per acre of total land), land improvements ($.83 per acre of total

land), and irrigation system ($3.^8 per acre of irrigated land). Total

annual depreciation charges ranged from $7,1^0 to $8,2^+5-

Total operating capital requirements included total cash ex-

penses, repayment of borrowed capital, payment of income taxes, and

family consumption. Total operating capital requirements reached a

peak of $77,523 during the fourth year. Slightly more than $23,000 was

borrowed for both the first and second years of the ranch operation.

This borrowing activity was needed since small amounts of capital were

generated from livestock sales. During these years a large number of

the heifer calves were kept for the cow herd. After the seventh year no

capital was borrowed since internally generated capital met all oper-

ating capital requirements. During the tenth year, the ranch firm
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began to accumulate operating capital in excess of requirements and

depreciation allowances. By the end of the fifteenth year $29,915 of

excess operating capital had been accumulated.

Total net worth of the ranch was $653,006 in the beginning year.

This included 500 brood cows, 3.5CO acres of unimproved native rangeland

with buildings and fences, and a complement of machinery and livestock

equipment. Considering the additional value for each acre of improved

pasture and a 6 percent annual appreciation value for all land, the net

worth of the ranch organization increased to $1,439,468 in the fifteenth

year. This represented an average annual increase in net worth of

$52,430.

Net ranch income before taxes totaled $1 17,478 for the 15 years.

Total sales of weaned and feeder calves less production expenses resulted

in an income loss of $123,345 for the 15 years. However, when receipts

from culled cows were added to returns, net ranch income was $117,478.

This represented an average before-tax income of $7,832 per year. The

after-tax income for the owner-operator totaled $110,098, or an average

of $7,340 per year. Annual incomes ranged from a $23,841 loss for the

second year to an after-tax income of $21,430 for the last year of the

planning period (Table 23).

None of the depreciation allowance for buildings and improvements

was assumed to be reinvested. Under this assumption the total capital

accumulation was $86,750 and total available cash for the rancher was

$166,933, or an average of $11,129 per year. The ranch operation pro-

vided the rancher and his family with at least $5,000 each year for

personal consumption and an additional $30,000 during the 15-year period

for personal use.
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Renter Situations

Two renter situations with different rental rates for land were

analyzed. The first situation was based on an annual lease rate of

$2.55 per acre. This lease rate was composed of charges for real estate

taxes, depreciation on buildings and fences, and insurance and miscel-

laneous expenses (Tables 2h and kj) . For the second situation (Tables

25 and k8) , an additional $.60 per acre was paid to the landowner for a

total lease rate of $3.15 per acre.

In the following sections comparisons are made for the two op-

timal ranch organizations when the objective was maximization of

after-tax income of the renter. The renter furnished all resources ex-

cept land and received all of the net returns from the ranching opera-

tion. His full-time labor was available for use on the ranch.

Livestock Enterprises

Both renting situations initially started with 500 brood cows.

The low land-rent situation resulted in a few more cows being maintained

each year of the planning period. For example, the low land-rent orga-

nization included 39 more cows in the ninth year and 11 more cows in the

thirteenth year. In both situations cows were culled to the maximum

number allowed each year.

Heifer calves kept for replacement and expansion of the cow

herd varied from a low of 60 head to a high of 190 to \Sk head for the

renter situations. A major difference occurred in the years that heifer

calves were kept. For the first year 122 heifers were kept for the

low land-rent s i tuat ion, but only 60 heifers were kept for the high

land rent situation. More of the calves were sold by the high land
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rent rancher during the beginning of the planning period since larger

operating capital requirements were necessary. Some additional stockers

were purchased by both optimal organizations during the second and fif-

teenth years. Purchased stockers utilized grazing the second year

before maximum expansion of the breeding herd and the fifteenth year

with the reduction in size of the breeding herd.

Land Activities

In the low land-rent situation 200 more acres of native range-

land was rented than for the high land-rent situation. No restrictions

were placed on the acreage of land that could be leased, but once the

acreage was brought into the optimal organization it had to remain for

the duration of the planning period.

In both situations approximately 550 acres of land were cleared.

The low land-rent organization included a maximum of 29& acres of non-

irrigated pasture compared to 288 acres for the high land-rent situation.

The high land-rent situation included a few more acres of irrigated

pasture. The low land-rent organization grazed a total of 2,97** acres

of native pasture and 551 acres of improved pasture. For the high land-

rent situation 2,773 acres of native range and 552 acres of improved

pasture were grazed. Nonirrigated pasture was used for grazing and hay-

making. Cattle were grazed on the improved pasture from March to

October and then in later months the pasture was cut for hay.

Labor Activities

The high land-rent organization generally required less hired

labor than the low land-rent organization. This was primarily due to

the smaller acreage operated and fewer cows in the herd. The high land
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rent ranch hired 1,06*4 hours of labor during the first year as compared

to 1,2*4*4 hours for the other organization (Tables 2*4 and 25). This dif-

ference in hired labor requirements resulted from more improved pasture

being established during the first year on the low land-rent organiza-

tion. Additionally, more heifer calves were kept for inclusion in the

herd.

Operator's labor was fully utilized during the November through

February production period for both rent situations. The majority of

hired labor was needed for this production period.

Financial Components

Soil and water conservation expenses were nearly equal for the

two renting situations. The high land-rent firm incurred $233 more

than the $17,883 paid by the low land-rent firm for soil and water con-

servation. This difference was due to the high land-rent firm

establishing nine more acres for seepage irrigation than the 255 acres

established by the low land-rent firm. The total capital outlay for

establishing an acre for seepage irrigation was $ll*4.*4l as compared to

$*tl for nonirrigated perennial grass pasture. With seepage irrigation,

$47 . 52 of the capital required was deducted as a conservation expense,

$*49.75 as a direct expense, and the remaining $17.1*4 was capitalized

for yearly depreciation. For one acre of nonirrigated pasture the

capital requirement equaled $*4l with $19«*+7 included for soil and water

conservation and the remaining $21.53 charged as a direct expense.

Annual overhead expenses were less for the high land-rent orga-

nization because of the smaller acreage leased. The overhead or fixed

charge included $.60 per acre for all land in the ranch plus $1.31 for

each acre of irrigated pasture maintained and $.37 per acre for idle

irrigated land.
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In most years the personal property tax for the high land-rent

ranch was less because of a smaller number of brood cows and replace-

ment heifers in the inventory at the beginning of the year. Personal

property was taxed at an annual rate of 3-5 mills. Thus, a cow valued

at $197 contributed $.70 to the tax bill. Even with a smaller acreage,

the high land-rent ranch paid a larger gross sum for rent, ($10,^56 an-

nually as compared with $8,977 annually for the low land-rent firm).

Allowable sources of depreciation for the renter were bulls, the

irrigation system, machinery, and equipment. Depreciation was always

greater for the low land-rent organization. The largest amount of de-

preciation occurred in the thirteenth year for each organization.

Irrigated acreage accounted for $887 of yearly depreciation for the low

land-rent organization as compared with $919 for the high land rent

f i rm.

The high land- rent firm borrowed a larger quantity of capital

for more years in the planning horizon. Capital was borrowed through

the ninth year as compared with the seventh year for the other organiza-

tion. The high land-rent firm did not accumulate any capital in excess

of family consumption requirements. The low land-rent firm had accu-

mulated $2*4,995 over consumption needs by the end of the fifteenth year.

The final net worth of both renters was nearly the same (ap-

proximately $128,000) since both organizations were required to have

500 brood cows in the ending inventory for the fifteenth year. Varia-

tions in net worth during the planning period occurred with different

amounts of borrowed capital and different livestock inventories. The

additional value of improved pastureland contributed to the net worth

of the landowner but not to the renter. Improved nonirrigated land
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added $45 to the base value of an acre of unimproved land and irrigated

land added $55 per acre. The value of land to the landowner receiving

high rent increased from $541,965 to $ 1 ,222 , 784 over the 15-year period.

The landowner receiving low rent increased his net worth from $5 77 ,480

to $1,294,547.

Net ranch income before taxes for the low land-rent firm was

$114,476 as compared to $82,792 for the high land-rent firm over the

15-year period. This represented a difference of $31,684 but the high

land-rent firm only paid $22,185 more in lease payments. With the

higher rental rate, more yearly operating capital was required for the

operation and thus, more money was borrowed with associated interest

charges. After-tax incomes are shown in Tables 24 and 25 and averaged

$7,161 annually for the low land-rent firm and $5,234 annually for the

high land rent firm. These were net returns to the renters for their

labor, investment capital, risk, and management. The high land-rent

firm barely covered family consumption requirements of $5,000 per year.

The only depreciation allowance that might not have been reinvested was

for the irrigation system. This would have added $887 and $919 annually

to the available cash for the low rent firm and the high rent firm,

respectively.

The two land rental rates showed definite organizational dif-

ferences. When the rental rate was equal to the fixed cost of owning

land (low rate), the optimal ranch organization was very similar to the

owner-operator situation. With an additional $.60 per acre rental

charges for land, the total land leased decreased from 3,525 acres to

3,325. The same number of acres was improved but the high land-rent

firm established a larger acreage of irrigated pasture to provide for

the forage requirements of the herd.
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Tenant-Landlord Situations

Under the tenant-

1

andlord arrangement, the tenant provided his

full-time labor and the landlord furnished land, building, and fences

for the beef firm. All other costs and returns were shared on a 50-50

basis. The landlord was assumed to own 3 t 500 acres of rangeland and

the ranch organization began with 500 brood cows and was required to

maintain 500 brood cows the fifteenth year. Thus, no additional income

could be attributed to a liquidation of the brood cow inventory.

This section compared two optimal solutions: maximization of

the tenant's after-tax income (Tables 26 and kS) and maximization of the

landlord's after-tax income (Tables 27 and 50). The tenant's objective

function included 50 percent of the net ranch returns not including the

landlord's direct land expense. The landlord received 50 percent of the

net returns but he had to incur the annual land expense ($8,^07 per year)

due to real estate taxes and depreciation on buildings and fences.

The ranch firm was the tenant's only source of income. Non-

ranch income for the landlord was set at $5,000 per year. Family

consumption for the tenant or landlord was not considered in total op-

erating capital requirements of the ranch firm.

Livestock Enterprises

In general, the livestock enterprises were similar over all

years of the planning period whether after-tax income was initially

maximized for either the tenant or the landlord. The only large dif-

ference that occurred was in the thirteenth year. When the tenant's

after-tax income was initially maximized, 582 brood cows were in the

herd for the thirteenth year as compared to 526 brood cows when the
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landlord's after-tax income was initially maximized. A higher

percentage of weaned calves was sold during the early and latter years

of the planning horizon.

Sales from weaned calves generated capital during the year

calves were born; whereas, feeder calves added to the available capital

the following year. Calves were weaned in October and feeders were

sold the next April.

Land Activities

The initial acreage owned by the landlord was operated through-

out the entire planning period for both optimal solutions. The landlord

had the option of purchasing additional land during any of the fifteen

years but no land was purchased. Thus, the tenant situation conformed

to the initial 3,500 acres. If the tenant had not been restricted by

the landlord's objective, he would have met all grazing requirements

with unimproved rangeland. This type land had relatively little cost

to the tenant since the landlord incurred all real estate taxes and de-

preciation on land improvements.

Both optimal organizations cleared approximately the same acre-

age of rangeland. Three hundred acres of improved nonirrigated

perennial grass pasture were included in each solution, and 253 acres

of irrigated pasture were established. The perennial grass pastures

were used primarily for grazing and haymaking.

Labor Activities

The tenant's labor was available full-time. No labor was fur-

nished by the landlord. Hours of hired labor were similar for both

optimal organizations. Labor was hired during the November-February
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period of each year. Costs of hired labor were included in the overall

ranch expenses and shared equally among the tenant and landlord.

Financial Components

Little difference occurred in the ranch expenses for the tenant

and landlord optimal solutions. Because of equal acreage and nearly

the same brood cow numbers, overhead and personal property taxes were

similar for each solution. Both solutions included an expenditure of

approximately $17,850 for soil and water conservation practices. The

landlord in each solution paid $5,502 yearly for real estate taxes. An-

nual depreciation charged to the firm or partnership included bulls,

($1.96 per cow), equipment ($.93 per acre of land operated), and irriga-

tion system ($3.^+8 per acre). Annual depreciation on buildings and

fences ($.83 per acre) was an additional expense for the landlord.

Operat i ng cap i tal requirements for the firm were less for the

tenant- landlord arrangement than for the owner-operator situation.

Family consumption required $5,000 per year under the owner-operator ar-

rangement. No capital for family consumption was required for the

landlord in the tenant- land lord situation. Operating capital was bor-

rowed during the first four years of the planning period for both the

optimal tenant and landlord solutions. Unused operating capital was not

transferred to later years in the tenant-landlord situations. Thus,

when the annual capital generated by sales exceeded the operating capital

requirement, the excess of operating capital was divided equally between

the tenant and landlord.

Net worth of the firm at the end of the planning period was

$128,555 for both optimal solutions. This included 500 brood cows, 60

heifers, and a complement of machinery and equipment for 3»500 acres.
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The program required that the tenant and landlord share equally in the

starting net worth of 500 brood cows and the complement of equipment.

The tenant had a very small increase in his share of the net worth,

whereas the value of land (landlord's net worth) increased substan-

tially. Based on the annual increase of 6 percent in the value of land

and 550 acres of improved pas tur'eland , land appreciated from an initial

value of $569,700 to $1,285,575 at the end of the planning period.

After-tax net ranch incomes for the optimal tenant and landlord solu-

tions were $246,762 and $246,722, respectively, for the planning period.

Thus, each partner received approximately the same amount of after-tax

income ($123,380) in each optimal solution. Approximately $10,000 was

ordinary income from sales of calves and $236,000 was capital gains in-

come from sales of culled cows.

The tenant's after-tax income totaled $116,754 over the planning

period, or an annual average of $ 7 , 78^+ . After considering family con-

sumption of $5,000 yearly, the tenant had accumulated $41,754 as

available cash at the end of the fifteenth year. Thus, with 50 percent

of the firm's net worth ($64,278) and his accumulated capital, the

total ending net worth of the tenant was $106,032.

The landlord's share of after-tax ranch income was $123,365 for

the optimal landlord situation. But with the annual $8,40*7 additional

expense for land ownership ($5,502 for taxes and $2,905 for deprecia-

tion), the landlord had a net ranch loss of $2,740 over the 15 years.

If the depreciation allowance had not been reinvested in fences and

buildings, the available cash for the landlord's use would have been

$40,835. Ending net worth for the landlord was $1,349,852, including

50 percent of the firm's net worth. This represented a 116 percent
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increase in the value of the landlord's assets over the 15-year

planning period.

Summary of the Cptinal Tenure Arrangements

The optimal solutions for the basic owner-operator, renter, and

tenant-landlord arrangements were consistently similar in terms of live-

stock numbers, acres of improved pastures, and labor requirements when

the objective was maximum after-tax income for the individual. The

programming model constrained the brood cow herd to a minimum of 500

head for the fifth through the fifteenth years. The largest number of

brood cows (613 head) for any one year was included in the optimal or-

ganizations for the owner-operator and for the renter during the

thirteenth year. More calves were kept as feeders for an additional

six months during the middle part of the 15-year planning period. In-

creased amounts of grazing became available after initial establishment

of improved pasture during the first three years of the planning period.

Basically, the same acreage of land was cleared and established

in improved pasture for all tenure arrangements. The landowner did not

increase his initial acreage by purchasing additional land in either the

owner-operator or tenant- landlord situations. Land could have been pur-

chased by cash or by a long-term loan. Cost of land was increased at

an annual rate of 6 percent from the initial year value of $150 per

acre. No land restraints were placed on the renter in terms of acreage

requirements, but the optimal solution was very close to the initial

size of the owner-operator.

The tenant in the tenant- 1 andlord arrangement received the

highest after-tax income over the planning period when compared with
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the owner-operator and renter situations. All ranch organizations

provided a $5,000 minimum family consumption income level for each year

in the planning period.



CHAPTER V

OPTIMAL RANCH ORGANIZATION FOR VARIOUS
TAXABLE INCOME SITUATIONS

This chapter discusses the optimal ranch organization obtained

for four levels of nonranch income- Nonranch income was considered

only for the full-equity owner-operator situation and the landlord in

the tenant- land lord situation. The complete renter and the tenant in

the tenant- land lord situation acquired their income solely from the

ranch operation. A landlord generally has a higher probability of some

source of nonranch income. Due to federal tax regulations, the after-

tax income for a landowner with nonranch income might not be maximum

when an objective of maximizing the after-tax income produced by the

ranch firm is used.

Comparisons are made between the full-equity owner-operator

ranch organizations with varying levels of nonranch incomes. Landlord's

returns are discussed when he takes no part in the firm (rents land out

at a fixed rate) and when he assumes the role of a partner in the

tenant- land lord arrangement.

Owner-Operator Situations

The full-equity owner-operator was considered as the basic ranch

organization since this type of ranch firm was predominant in the study

area [3l- Therefore, most of the computer runs were for this tenure

situation. Six organizations for the owner-operator situation were run

97
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as compared with two for the complete renter situation and three for the

tenant-landlord arrangement.

Zero Nonranch Income

Two objective functions were considered for the owner-operator

situation with zero nonranch income. These optimal ranch organizations

are shown in Appendix Table 51 (maximizing before-tax net ranch income

—

PRETXINO-) and in Appendix Table hG (maximizing after-tax income--

POSTXINC--). The only difference between these objective functions was

that income tax paying activities were deleted from the model when the

before-tax income (PRETXINC) was maximized. Thus, no capital was re-

quired to pay income taxes for this situation.

Livestock enterpr ? ses .--Herd size remained nearly uniform for

the PRETXINC situation whereas for the POSTXINC situation, it increased

to 23 percent above initial herd size and culled cows were sold to re-

duce taxable income (Table 28). A larger percentage of the weaned

calves were kept as feeders for the optimal PRETXINC situation. Selling

of weaned calves dominated the POSTXINC organization during the early

and late years of the planning horizon.

Land activities .—The improved pasture activities for the

PRETXINC and POSTXINC situations were very similar (Table 29). The op-

timal before-tax organization cleared eight more acres than the optimal

after-tax organization and this additional acreage was established in

improved irrigated pasture. Three hundred acres of improved nonirri-

gated pasture were maintained for hay and grazing (PANHAY) by each

situation. Each organization operated the initial 3,500 acres without

any purchased land.
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Table 28. Livestock numbers for full-equity owner-operator
organizations when maximizing before-tax and after-tax in-

comes with zero nonranch income

Year

Maximizing before-tax income

Brood
cows

Weaned
calves
sold

Feeders

Maximizing after-tax income

Brood
cows

Weaned
calves
sold

Feeders

1
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Table 29. Improved pasture acreage for full-equity owner-operator
organizations when maximizing before-tax and after-tax in-

comes with zero nonranch income

Year

Maximizinq before-tax income

Acreage

cl eared

Improved pasture

Non ir-

r i gated
I rr i-

gated

Maximizing after-tax income

Acreage

cl eared

Improved pasture

Noni r-

r i gated
Irri-

qated

1
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Financial components . --S i nee the tax-paying activities were

deleted from the model when maximizing before-tax income, taxable in-

come was calculated and income taxes were paid according to the same

rate schedule as incorporated in the programming model. When maximizing

after-tax income, the linear programming results indicated annual before-

tax income, annual income tax payments, and total after-tax income.

When the objective was to maximize before-tax income (PRETXINC),

total net ranch income was $5,796 more than when the objective was to

maximize after-tax income; however, total after-tax income was less when

the objective was to maximize the before-tax income ($101,123 compared

to $110,098). The organization paid $22,151 in total income taxes with

the optimal before-tax organization but only $7,380 income taxes with the

optimal after-tax organization (Table 30).

Approximately 72 percent of the total net ranch income for the

optimal before-tax organization was added to the objective function

during the last three years of the planning horizon. Spreading income

to reduce annual taxes was accomplished with the livestock activities.

The herd size for the P0STXINC situation fluctuated from year to year

emphasizing sales from culled cows rather than a large concentration of

feeder sales during the last years of the planning horizon.

The optimal mix of available enterprise alternatives of the

ranch organization was affected by taking account of the income taxes

owed by the individual operator. Since income taxes are a legitimate ex-

pense to the individual rancher, all other organizations included in this

study were obtained with an objective of maximizing after-tax income.
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Table 30. Before-tax and after-tax incomes for full-equity owner-
operator when maximizing before-tax and after-tax incomes
with zero nonranch income 3

Year

Maximizing before-tax income

Before-
tax

i ncome

Taxes
pa id

After-
tax

i ncome

Maximizing after-tax income

Before-
tax

i ncome

Taxes
paid

After-
tax

i ncome

1
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Positive Nonranch Income Levels

This section discusses and compares ranch organizations for four

levels of annual nonranch income ($5,000, $15,000, $25,000, and $50,000).

These optimal ranch organizations are presented in detail in the

Appendix (Tables 52-55). The objective function (P0STXINC) was to maxi-

mize the owner-^operator ' s total after-tax income.

Livestock enterpr i ses .--Each ranch organization started with 500

brood cows in the herd (Table 31). Herd size decreased to ^62 brood cows

the second year because of maximum culling in year one and having only 60

replacement heifers as specified in the assumptions for a representative

ranch. As the level of nonranch income increased, a larger percentage

of heifer calves was kept to increase the breeding herd size. The maxi-

mum number of brood cows increased from 551 head to 733 head as the

level of annual nonranch income increased from $5,000 to $50,000. Greater

emphasis was placed on receiving income from culled cows to reduce tax-

able income through capital gains allowances.

As nonranch income increased, a larger proportion of the weaned

calves were sold instead of grazing them for an additional six months as

feeders. The $5,000 nonranch income organization sold a maximum of 97

weaned calves in any year during the third through the twelfth year of

the planning horizon, but a maximum of 2^+5 calves were kept as feeders

in the ninth year. This is compared to a maximum of 381, ^19, and 393

weaned calves sold and a maximum of 9*+, 51, and 187 calves kept as

feeders during the same time interval for the three largest nonranch

income situations. Therefore, as greater stress was placed on the

organizations for capital gains income to offset taxable income, the

programming model utilized a larger proportion of the available firm
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resources for the breeding herd. Instead of providing additional

grazing for feeders, the optimal organizations at the higher nonranch in-

come levels sold more weaned calves.

All ranch organizations, except for the $50,000 level of non-

ranch income, purchased some stocker steers during the later years of

the planning horizon. The structure of a multiperiod linear programming

model with the objective function of maximizing after-tax income em-

phasized income producing activities. Therefore, the minimum 500-cow

breeding herd was approached or reached by the fifteenth year to maxi-

mize income from culled cows. Stockers were purchased to utilize the

grazing established for a larger brood cow herd. The $50,000 nonranch

income organization differed by not buying any stocker steers and re-

ducing the brood cow herd to a minimum of only 522 head. With the

maximum 18 percent culling rate and the herd size of 733 head the elev-

enth year, the $50,000 organization did not reach the minimum herd size

the final year. This organization increased its number of weaned calves

kept as feeders from zero the first four years to 279 head the fifteenth

year, because available grazing was being used for expanding the breeding

herd during the beginning years of the program.

Land act iv i t ies .--Feed requirements for the livestock activities

were met with grazing systems. As the livestock activities varied for

each organization, the grazing systems showed different arrangements to

give maximum tax advantage for each nonranch income level

.

All four ranch organizations initially started with 3i500 acres

of unimproved native range and land purchasing activities were available

throughout the planning horizon. The only situation that purchased any

additional land was the $50,000 nonranch income organization that
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purchased 70 acres the first year of the planning period. Therefore,

the $50,000 nonranch income organization had 3,570 acres in total land

operated. This additional land was purchased through the cash land pur-

chasing activity (PURLAC) with nonranch capital made available to the

ranch organization.

Land was purchased in the largest nonranch income situation to

help meet the increased demand for grazing with the expanding breeding

herd in the early years of the planning horizon. Because of the time

lag between establishing improved pasture and a high level of sustained

grazing ( two years), immediate grazing needs could be furnished either

by available forage systems, purchasing additional land, or buying for-

age (BUYFOR). The $5,000, $15,000, and $25,000 ranch organizations

purchased 80, ^+00, and ^00 tons of hay, respectively, the first year of

the planning period. The $50,000 optimum ranch organization purchased

k\2 tons of hay and 70 acres of additional land. Hence, purchasing land

for grazing became feasible (least cost) instead of buying more than k\2

tons of hay the first year. Also, the purchased land added to the

grazing base for the remaining years of the planning period.

Improved pasture acreages varied with different nonranch income

levels (Table 32). Acreage cleared from native pasture ranged from 525

acres to 7^1 acres as the nonranch income level increased from $5,000 to

$50,000. Land cleared for the two smallest income situations was very

similar (525 and 550 acres), but cleared acreage increased from 613

acres to 7^1 acres as annual nonranch income increased from $25,000 to

$50,000. Total expenses for clearing land were capitalized over a 10-

year period since none of the clearing expenses could be charged as

direct expenses. All land was cleared during the first three years of
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planning horizon when taxable ranch income was negative. The program

restricted land-clearing costs that could be charged as an ordinary ex-

pense deduction to a maximum of 25 percent of annual taxable income up

to a maximum of $5,000 per year as specified by the Internal Revenue

Code.

Improved nonirrigated pasture ranged from 238 acres to 300 acres

and this acreage was primarily maintained in the hay and grazing activ-

ity (PANHAY) . As the grazing requirements were reduced through a

reduction in herd size toward the end of the planning horizon, a larger

proportion of nonirrigated improved pastureland was left idle. For

example, the $25,000 nonranch income organization had no idle acreage

until the thirteenth year but 132 acres of the total 2^5 acres of non-

irrigated pasture were left idle the fifteenth year. Acreages were left

idle to reduce variable expenses when grazing needs were low; the ex-

pense for maintaining idle land equaled the cost of maintaining

unimproved native range.

As the nonranch income levels were increased larger acreages of

improved irrigated pasture were established. The largest nonranch in-

come organization established 193 more acres of irrigated pasture than

the $5,000 nonranch income organization. Total soil and water conserva-

tion expenses were determined by the acres of improved pasture

established. A larger proportion of the cost of irrigated pasture

qualified as conservation expenses as ranch incomes increased. The im-

proved acreage for the largest nonranch income situation represented an

average conservation expense of $37 per acre as compared with an average

expense of $32 per acre for the smallest nonranch income organization.

Irrigated pasture required $85.46 more capital investment per

acre for establishment than nonirrigated pasture. Therefore, as the
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nonranch income levels increased more capital was available for investment

in capital assets such as an irrigation system and annual depreciation of

the irrigation system helped to decrease taxable income in future years.

The upper limit on acreage of irrigated pasture was 25 percent of

total land operated. This limit did not constrain any of the ranch or-

ganizations. The $50,000 nonranch income organization which had the

largest acreage of irrigated pasture, established approximately 13 per-

cent of its total acreage in irrigated pasture. The tax regulation which

only allowed 25 percent of gross receipts to be deducted in any year as

conservation expenses did not restrict any of the optimal organizations.

The largest amount deducted as conservation expenses was $9,836 the

first year of the $50,000 nonranch income organization which was slightly

less than 25 percent of gross sales that year.

Financial components .--F i nanc ia 1 components pertain to net re-

turns from the ranch organization and after-tax incomes for the

individual operators. Variations occurred in the net ranch income

levels when after-tax income was maximized with different levels of non-

ranch income.

Ranch income was divided into two categories: ordinary income

was defined as receipts from the sale of weaned calves, feeders, and

stocker steers minus total allowable tax expenses and capital gains in-

come equaled total receipts from sale of culled cows. The capital gains

income and net ranch income are presented for each year of the planning

period for the four nonranch income levels in Table 33- Income from the

sale of culled cows was approximately 25 percent more for the $50,000

nonranch income organization than for the $5,000 nonranch income organi-

zation ($290,710 compared to $23^,090). Total net ranch income (ordinary
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income plus capital gains) was a reverse situation with $119,999 for the

$5,000 nonranch income organization and $117,75^ for the $50,000 non-

ranch income organization. Since the objective was not to maximize net

ranch income, the optimal ranch organization showed less net ranch in-

come but more capital gains income to offset taxable nonranch income as

the nonranch income level increased.

The organizations showed a net ranch loss (negative income) the

first three to four years of the planning horizon except for the first

year for the $5,000 nonranch income organization. These losses, plus

investments in capital assets and family consumption capital, had to be

absorbed either with borrowed capital or with capital from nonranch

sources. Family consumption was $5,000 for all organizations in the

analysis .

The $5,000 nonranch income organization consumed all of its non-

ranch income and borrowed $3^,983 during the first three years of the

planning period. This may be contrasted to the $88,300 of borrowed cap-

ital that was required for the operation of the ranch and family

consumption when the program was optimized for the owner-operator with

zero nonranch income. When the nonranch income exceeded $5,000, no

capital was borrowed except $2,351 during the first year for the $25,000

nonranch income organization. The $25,000 nonranch income organization

cleared 500 acres of rangeland and established ]kk acres of nonirrigated

pasture and 137 acres of irrigated pasture the first year. Whereas, the

$15,000 nonranch income situation borrowed no additional capital but

only cleared 278 acres of rangeland and established 129 acres of nonir-

rigated pasture and ]2h acres of irrigated pasture the first year.
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Both the large capital borrowing organizations (zero nonranch

income and $5,000 annual nonranch income) borrowed capital through the

three-year loan activity (B0RCA3) - The zero nonranch income organiza-

tion borrowed $23,873 of a total capital requirement of $69,290 the first

year with a three-year loan. This first year loan was included in the

capital requirement ($77,523) for the fourth year since the loan matured

in three years. The capital generated during the fourth year equaled

$76,522. Thus, only $1,001 was borrowed the fourth year. Interest on

loans was payable annually and was included as an allowable firm expense

for tax purposes. Security which equaled net worth less outstanding

loans, was never an effective restriction in the model. Even with the

maximum amount borrowed ($68,057) by the zero nonranch income situation,

the security still equaled $304,199-

Individual income taxes were paid on the basis of taxable income

which represented adjusted gross income (before-tax income less personal

deduction, personal exemptions, and 50 percent of capital gains from

ranch and nonranch sources). Personal deductions and exemptions were as-

sumed to equal $4,000 per year throughout the analysis. Capital gains

income was completely based on sales from culled cows and all nonranch

income was assumed to be fully taxable.

If the tenth year in the planning horizon is assumed as a typi-

cal year for a beef producer, a comparison shows the annual advantage

(tax saving) received through capital gains income. The tenth year is

reasonable for comparison because it is far enough into the planning

period that all pasture systems have been established and the pressure

to sell brood cows in latter part of the planning period is minimized.

During the tenth year, as nonranch income increased the net ranch income
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decreased from $10,814 to $7,548 (Table 33)- Total before-tax income

for the $5,000 nonranch income level equaled $15,814 of which only $4,000

was taxable (Table 34). If income taxes had been paid on $25,000 gross

income without the ranch organization, the taxable income would have

been $21,000 and taxes paid would have equaled $4,700. With the $25,000

nonranch income, the optimal ranch organization had a before-tax income

of $33,620 during the tenth year, taxable income was $20,000, and taxes

paid were $4,380. Thus, with the capital gains deduction from the

ranch, an individual would pay $320 less taxes on $33,620 of gross income

than he would have paid on a $25,000 income with no capital gains.

The tax advantages received from the capital gains regulation

for the total planning period are presented in Table 35- During some

years a net ranch loss was incurred. The two smallest nonranch income

levels (zero and $5,000) did not receive full advantage of the capital

gains deductions. For example, with an annual nonranch income of

$5,000 plus the net ranch income, the total 15-year before-tax income

was $194,999 and the minimum taxable income should be $17,954 (before-

tax income minus 50 percent of capital gains and $60,000 personal

deductions and exemptions). However, the actual total taxable income

was $74,623. Full advantage was received from allowable capital gains

deductions at the $25,000 and $50,000 nonranch income levels; the $15,000

nonranch income organization capitalized on all but $2,559 of its allow-

able deductions.

Taxes paid as a percentage of total before-tax income increased

as income levels increased but capital gains deductions allowed this

taxing percentage to be relatively more favorable for the largest non-

ranch income levels. With the 50 percent marginal tax rate ($46,000
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taxable income), 30.1 percent of the before-tax income was paid in taxes,

but when the ranch organization was included at the $50,000 nonranch in-

come level, the owner-operator paid 25-4 percent of total gross income

in taxes. Thus, the individual paid $5,278 less in total taxes with an

$867,754 income than would be due on a $750,000 income taxed as ordinary

income.

Total annual depreciation was counted as an allowable tax ex-

pense (Table 36). Bull depreciation was based on a cow unit ($1.96 per

cow per year) and equipment and machinery depreciation was prorated on a

per acre of total land basis ($.93 per acre). Fencing, buildings, and

other capital assets tied to the land were depreciated at an annual rate

of $.83 per acre, and the irrigated acreage qualified for a depreciation

allowance of $3-48 per acre per year. Therefore, total annual deprecia-

tion varied among years because of fluctuation in cow numbers and

irrigated acreage.

The total depreciation allowance was also subtracted from after-

tax income. Therefore, if capital was not reinvested at the same rate

it was depreciated, after-tax income would be greater than shown by op-

timal organization. If an individual operator was nearing retirement he

might not reinvest the depreciation allowance on buildings, fences, and

irrigation system which would add a substantial amount to his available

cash. For the $5,000 nonranch income situation, the added cash would

equal $3,768 per year. Because the $50,000 nonranch income situation

purchased more land and established larger irrigated acreage, the added

cash would be $4,498 per year. Therefore, the total after-tax incomes

of $180,489 ($5,000 annual nonranch income level) and $524,100 ($50,000

annual nonranch income level) would increase to $237,009 and $591,570 or

would average $15,800 and $39,438 per year, respectively.
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With the full-equity owner-operator situation, the net worth of

the entire ranch (land, livestock, and equipment) was available to meet

the ranch's security requirements. Net worth increased during each year

of the planning period with the establishment of improved pasture acre-

age and the annual percent appreciation in land values (Table 36).

Capital accumulation, defined as the annual difference between capital

generated and the capital requirement summed over the years, was not in-

cluded in the firm's net worth. Capital was not available for accumula-

tion until the tenth year of the planning period for the optimal ranch

organization wi th zero nonranch income, but $29,915 of capital was ac-

cumulated by the end of the fifteenth year. For comparison, the $5,000

nonranch income situation started accumulating capital the fourth year

and accumulated $98,361 by the end of the planning horizon. The $15,000,

$25,000, and $50,000 annual nonranch income situations accumulated capi-

tal the first year of the planning horizon and the final accumulations

equaled $225,390, $335,095, and $521,231, respectively.

As the optimal ranch organization changed with the increased non-

ranch income, capital requirements were generally larger. The maximum

capital requirement for any year of the organization with zero nonranch

income was $77,523 and the minimum was $^1,756 but the capital require-

ments for the $50,000 nonranch income organization ranged from $60,826 to

$89,0^4. As the breeding herd increased, the per acre capital require-

ment increased more than with a feeder system and with increased nonranch

capital, investments in capital improvements were more readily made.
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Tenant- Land lord Situations

Two nonranch income levels ($5,000 and $25,000) were used for the

landlord when maximizing his after-tax income but the tenant was assumed

to have zero nonranch income. The tenant- land lord situations differed

from the full-equity owner-operator situations in that the landlord paid

the fixed land expenses (real estate taxes and depreciation allowances

for fencing and buildings). Ordinary income (excluding fixed land ex-

penses paid by the landlord) and capital gains income were equally

divided between the landlord and tenant. Each individual was allowed 25

percent of total capital gains as a tax deduction. The two optimal ranch

organizations are presented in detail in Appendix Tables 50 ($5,000 non-

ranch income level) and 56 ($25,000 nonranch income level).

Maximization of Landlord's Income

The trend toward a larger brood cow herd as the landlord's non-

ranch income increased prevailed in this situation as with the owner-

operator organizations. As the annual nonranch income increased from

$5,000 to $25,000 the maximum herd size increased from 550 head to 639

head (Table 37). Since growth of the herd had to come through the

keeping of heifers from the calf crop, the percentage of weaned calves

sold or kept as feeders was less when the breeding herd was being ex-

panded than when the herd size was fully established. The $5,000

nonranch income organization generally fed more feeders than the $25,000

organization until the last four years of the planning period. Feeders

generated capital faster than a brood cow that required two years to

mature.

No additional land was purchased by the landlord for either the

$5,000 or $25,000 nonranch income organizations. The landlord initially
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Table 37. Livestock, numbers for 50-50 tenant- land lord ranch
organizations when maximizing landlord's after-tax income

with two levels of annual nonranch income

Year

$5,000 nonranch income

( landlord)

Brood
COVJS

Weaned
calves sold

Feeders

$25,000 nonranch income

( landlord)

Brood
cows

Weaned
calves sold

Feeders

1
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owned 3,500 acres and capital requirements for purchasing additional

land were fully assumed by the landlord.

The optimal $25,000 nonranch income organization cleared 101

more acres of rangeland than the $5,000 organization (Table 38). This

additional acreage was primarily established in irrigated pasture. Cap-

ital requirements for establishing improved pasture were shared equally

between the landlord and tenant. The landlord's net worth increased as

more improved pasture was established.

Since fixed land costs were not included as firm expenses, the

net ranch income was much higher for a 50-50 cost-revenue share arrange-

ment for the tenant- land lord situation than for the full-equity

owner-operator arrangement. Total net ranch income was nearly equal for

the two organizations but, capital gains income accounted for approximately

12 percent more of the net ranch income in the $25,000 nonranch income

organization than in the $5,000 nonranch income organization (Table 39)-

The net ranch income was divided equally between tenant and land-

lord for each year of the organization and no capital was transferred to

future years. Both of these optima' landlord organizations ($5,000 and

$25,000 annual nonranch income levels) required borrowed capital for the

first four years of the planning period because the landlord's nonranch

income was not included as available capital to be used by the ranch

f i rm.

The landlord's share of net ranch income was nearly equal for

both organizations ($123,365 compared to $123,832), but when the addi-

tional land expenses were subtracted from the landlord's share, losses

of $2,7^0 and $2,273 incurred over the 15-year period (Table 39)- Com-

position of land expenses included $5,502 for annual real estate taxes
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Table 38. Improved pasture acreage for 50-50 tenant- land lord ranch
organizations when maximizing landlord's income with two
levels of annual nonranch income3
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and $2,905 for annual depreciation on buildings and fences. If capital

was not reinvested according to the depreciation schedule, an additional

$i+3
> 575 would be available to the landlord.

The same trend prevailed for the landlord's organization as for

the owner-operator to convert more income to capital gains as nonranch

income level increased. The tax advantage was not as pronounced for the

landlord because he was only allowed a 25 percent capital gains deduc-

tion and the tenant was allowed the other 25 percent deduction.

Taxes paid by the landlord equaled $5^.650 on $372,727 of before-

tax income which is $15,850 less than his tax bill would have been on

$375,000 if the ranch organization had not been included (Table ^0).

The landlord's net worth increased at the same rate as the full-equity

owner-operator's but the landlord's net worth only included 50 percent

of livestock and equipment value.

Tenant's Income

Nonranch income was not included for the tenant for any of the

optimal organizations. A discussion of the tenant's optimal organiza-

tion was presented in the previous chapter but a summary of his income

activities is shown in Table k\ . The tenant's share of net ranch income

when the two landlord organizations were optimized is also presented.

The taxes paid by the tenant in the landlord situations were calculated

with the use of the tax table used in the tax paying activities of the

programming model. Tenant's total after-tax income did not vary more

than $100 when comparing his share of income from any of the three

tenant-landlord organizations. The tenant's after-tax income was

slightly less for his optimal organization than with the optimal land-

lord organizations. Differences appeared between the years and amounts
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that profits or losses occurred for the tenant. With the optimal

$25,000 nonranch income organization for the landlord, the tenant re-

reived less during the beginning years of the planning horizon because

the landlord organization established more improved pasture and saved a

larger proportion of the weaned calves for inclusion into the breeding

herd.

Renter $ i tuat ions

Because individuals who rented land were assumed to have zero

nonranch income, the taxing strategies in this section are considered

from the landowner viewpoint. Three land use agreements are included in

this section with two levels of nonranch income for the landowner. The

low land-rent agreement assumed that the land user paid an annual payment

of $2.55 per acre which covered the landowner's fixed land expenses. The

landowner receives $3.15 per acre wi th the high land-rent agreement.

With the 50-50 cost-revenue share arrangement, the landowner's income de-

pends on the productivity of the beef firm. The low land-rent situation

reflects the landowner's income position without the ranch because busi-

ness expenses equal lease payment. If the landowner had the acreage

without any kind of farming operation, the real estate taxes would not

be tax deductable as a business expense.

When the landowner received $5,000 annual nonranch income, the

high land-rent agreement was definitely better ($6,538 annual income

compared to $^4,860 for the low rent situation and $^,652 for 50-50 cost-

revenue share arrangement). Those differences narrow as the landowner's

annual nonranch income increased to $25,000 (Table *+2) . The average

after-tax income for the landowner in the larger income bracket with the
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Table 42. Comparisons of landowner's and tenant's incomes with high and
low rent payments and under a 50-50 tenant- landlord arrange-
ment, landowner with two levels of annual nonranch income

1 tern
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higher rent was $21,650 compared to $20,300 for the low rent

organization and $21,205 for the 50-50 cost revenue share arrangements.

The major differences occurred between the renter and tenant's

after-tax incomes. Income for the renter averaged $5,23^ when paying

the high land-rent, but this is $1,927 per year less than when paying

the low land-rent and $2,550 per year less than the 50-50 cost-revenue

share arrangement. Variations among the landowner's income at the

$25,000 nonranch income level for the three arrangements were less than

$*+00 per year. Therefore, under these agreements the tenant would bene-

fit most from the 50-50 cost-revenue share arrangement and the landowner's

optimal organization would depend on his level of nonranch income.

Summary of Tax Situations

A ranch firm under specified conditions can definitely be used

as a tool for taking advantage of certain tax laws. The relative effec-

tiveness of the capital gains regulations on reducing taxable income

became more apparent for the larger nonranch income levels. Allowable

deductions for capital gains had more effect on the ranch organizations

for the full-equity owner-operator organizations because the owner-

operator could deduct the entire 50 percent allowable exclusion from his

taxable income. As the owner-operator's nonranch income increased, a

larger percentage of weaned heifer calves were kept for breeding stock

and taxed at the capital gains rate when sold.

The land ownership and management of a ranch firm were separate

for the renter and tenant- landlord situations. The landowner gave up

land liquidity for a given return on his investment. With the low land-

return ($2.55 per acre) the landowner covered his fixed cost and the
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renter had an after-tax Income comparable to the owner-operator's income,

but when the rental charge was Increased $.60 an acre, the renter's

after-tax income was only enough for family consumption. With the 50-50

cost-revenue tenant- landlord share arrangement, the tenant's after-tax

income was slightly higher than for either the owner-operator or renter

situations. The landlord's relative after-tax income position improved

as his nonranch income level increased.

A landowner desiring to either operate a ranch or enter into a

leasing agreement would receive more of a tax-shelter from the beef herd

at higher nonranch income level. The renter or tenant would be more ef-

fective in his bargaining with the landowner depending on the nonranch

income of the landlord. Land appreciation might also affect the land-

owner's bargaining strength because if land values were rapidly

increasing he might be willing to give the renter or tenant a better in-

come position. The capital required for establishing improved pasture

was paid by the renter and shared by the tenant. But, the landowner re-

ceives full net worth value and when the land is sold he would pay income

taxes on the increased value at the capital gains rate.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

An economic decision model depicting a beef cattle firm through

time in Central Florida was developed in this study. The model placed

emphasis on the effect that various tenure arrangements and income tax

structures had upon a firm's optimal organization. Since time relation-

ships were involved, the analysis had to be conducted in a multiperiod

economic environment. Very little previous work was found to be directly

applicable because most studies dealt with either the tenure or tax com-

ponents in a single year static analysis.

Multiperiod linear programming was used in constructing the firm

decision model. This organization incorporated the important aspects of

the problem relating to optimal use of resources over time with respect

to the objectives to be fulfilled, structural relationships, and con-

straints. The model was dynamic only in the sense that all time periods

were solved simultaneously. Decisions made for one production period

were binding on alternatives in subsequent production periods. Thus,

the model had no uncertainty components and was static over time.

Features of the model, in addition to being multiperiod, were the

provisions for optimizing the ranch organization for either a full-

equity owner-operator, a complete renter, or 50-50 cost-revenue

tenant-landlord share arrangement. Also, income tax-paying activities

131
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were included that required capital for paying taxes in proportion to an

annual taxable income category. The model was designed to maximize

after-tax income over a specified planning horizon from a given set of

resources. Application of the model was made for a beef cow-calf opera-

tion over a 15-year planning horizon. Landowner situations (owner-

operator and landlord) were optimized with varying levels of nonranch in-

come.

The tenure situations were anlayzed within the same set of

assumptions. These major production assumptions were (1) an initial

herd of 500 brood cows; (2) a lower limit of 500 brood cows in the final

year; (3) all cows for replacement or growth of the herd had to be raised;

(^t) other livestock alternatives were feeder and stocker activities; (5)

3,500 acres in the basic operation (available land to a renter was not

constrained); (6) additional land could be purchased; (7) available

grazing could be increased with several alternative forage systems; and

(8) a component of equipment available to operate 3.500 acres of grazing

land with a 500 cow-calf system was available. With the full-equity

owner-operator situation, all resources and management were controlled

by the landowner. The complete renter provided everything except land

for which he paid a fixed rental rate. Under a 50-50 cost-revenue

tenant- landlord share arrangement, the tenant received 50 percent of the

net ranch returns and provided his full-time labor. The landlord's in-

come was 50 percent of net ranch return minus fixed land expenses (real

estate taxes and depreciation allowance on buildings and fences).

Several financial components were included in the model that were

separate from the production activities of the model. These were (1)

withdrawal of capital for family consumption ($5,000 per year); (2)
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borrowing of capital at an annual interest rate of 8 percent; (3)

capital transfer from one year to the next; (k) various levels of non-

ranch income; and (5) graduated income tax paying activities. Capital

was generated or made available for the firm through livestock sales and

nonranch income. Requirement for capital included capital investments,

production expenses, repayment of borrowed capital, family consumption,

and payment of income taxes. When the capital requirement exceeded the

amount of capital generated, the difference could be transferred from a

previous period (if any excess capital existed for the period) or bor-

rowed on a short-term loan.

Tax regulations incorporated into model were (1) two methods of

itemizing land-clearing expenses through capitalizing cost over a 10-year

period or charging as ordinary expense up to 25 percent of taxable in-

come (maximum of $5,000) per year; (2) soil and water conservation

expenses could be charged as ordinary expense in any year up to a maxi-

mum of 25 percent of gross i ncome with any excess being carried over to

succeeding years; and (3) sales from culled cows were taxed as capital

gains income which allowed 50 percent deduction on taxable income. The

nine income tax-paying activities, ranging from zero to $200,000, al-

lowed taxes to be paid according to annual taxable income.

Income tax rates used were those effective for a head of house-

hold filing a joint return during the 1971 tax year. An individual

operator claimed $*+,000 per year personal exemption and deductions.

Nonranch income was considered to be completely taxable; therefore,

before-tax income equaled net ranch income plus nonranch income. Tax-

able income was based on before-tax income less personal exemptions and

capital gains deductions. After-tax income equaled before-tax income

minus income taxes paid.
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Due to the size of the model and the cost involved in obtaining

optimal solutions, the number of computer runs with varying nonranch in-

come levels was limited. The maximum nonranch income level was $50,000

because at a higher level added restrictions are placed on the amount

that can be offset by a business loss and these restrictions would add

to the size and complexity of the model.

An objective function of maximizing before-tax income for a full-

equity owner-operator with no nonranch income was the first organization

solved. Approximately 70 percent of the net ranch income was accounted

for during the last three years of the 15-year planning period since no

income taxes were charged in the solution. All the remaining optimal

organizations were solved with an objective function of maximizing after-

tax income during the 15-year planning horizon.

Analysis of the effects of varying tenure arrangements on optimal

ranch organization were made by excluding any nonranch income. After-tax

incomes were maximized for the full-equity owner-operator, complete

renter with two land rental rates, and the tenant and landlord for the

50-50 cost-revenue share situation.

The basic solutions for these tenure groups showed many similar-

ities, each of the situations started with 500 brood cows and also had

the minimum (500 head) at the end of the planning horizon. Weaned calves

were primarily kept as feeders and grazed for an additional six months.

Stocker steers were purchased by the optimal programs during the latter

years to use excess grazing created by the reduction in the size of the

breeding herd. The maximum size of the breeding herd approached or ex-

ceeded 600 head for each of the tenure organizations. Herd size and

eventually the number of cows culled varied according to the number of

heifer calves kept from the annual calf crop.
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Acres operated remained at the minimum 3>500 for the owner-

operator and tenant-landlord situations. The landowner purchased no

additional acreage for the beef firm. When the renter situations were

optimized with no land constraints, the low land rental rate firm re-

quired 3,525 acres but the higher land rental rate firm used only 3,325

acres. Instead of buying forage, each tenure organization cleared ap-

proximately 550 acres for establishment of improved pasture.

Capital requirements exceeded the amount of capital generated

during the early years of the organizations. During these years im-

proved pastures were established and calves were kept to increase the

breeding herd. Since no outside income was available, as much as one-

third of the capital requirements were met with borrowed funds during the

first three years of the planning horizon. The optimal high land rental

organization required more borrowed capital than any other tenure sit-

uation because of the additional rental charge and the depreciation on

buildings and fences which could not be charged as an annual capital ex-

pense to reduce taxable income.

The full-equity owner-operator and the complete renter paying a

low land rental rate had similar total after-tax incomes but the owner-

operator received much more capital value in terms of land appreciation

and pasture establishment. When the rental charge was increased to

$3.15 per acre, the renter's net income decreased 27 percent below the

low land rental rate situation.

The tenant's and landlord's net returns were compared under a

50-50 cost-revenue share arrangement with a program that was optimized

for each individual partner. Total net ranch incomes were very similar

for both organizations ($2^6,762 for optimal tenant situation and
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$2^6 ,722 for optimal landlord situation). Therefore, relatively the

same amount was shared by each partner with either optimal organization.

The tenant's average annual after-tax income was $400 more than for the

full-equity owner-operator. Fixed land expenses averaged $8,407 per

year and were paid by the landlord. The landlord situation showed a

loss ($2,7^+0 over 15 years) when the land expenses were subtracted from

his share of ranch income. It was assumed that the landowner would have

paid $5,502 per year in real estate taxes without the beef firm (real

estate taxes are included in the fixed land expenses).

The effects of tax management strategies on optimal tenure orga-

nizations were analyzed by varying the level of nonranch income of the

individuals. As the annual nonranch income level ranged from zero to

$50,000, the relative importance of capital gains as a source of income

was reflected by the increased number of heifers kept and eventually

sold as culled cows. The effectiveness of capital gains income (culled

cows) as a tax-shelter depended on the type of tenure arrangement.

Fifty percent of the capital gains income could be deducted from taxable

income with the owner-operator situation, but with the tenant-landlord

arrangement the allowable deduction was shared (25 percent for the ten-

ant and 25 percent for the landlord).

Five annual nonranch income levels (zero, $5,000, $15,000,

$25,000, and $50,000) were included in the full-equity owner-operator

organization. As the nonranch income level increased, the average size

of the breeding herd increased as much as 20 percent. With the added

grazing requirements for brood cows, a higher percentage of the weaned

calves were sold. Larger grazing requirements were also met with the

establishment of increased acreages of improved pasture. The $50,000
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nonranch income organization cleared and established 35 percent more

improved pasture acreage than the organization with zero nonranch in-

come. Of the acreage established, 60 percent was put into irrigated

pasture on the ranch with the $50,000 nonranch income as compared with

kS percent at the $5,000 nonranch income level. Irrigated pasture helped

to even out annual income because of allowable depreciation on the irri-

gation system. An additional 70 acres of native rangeland was purchased

by the $50,000 nonranch income organization.

Capital requirements generally increased with increased nonranch

income because of the larger herd size and larger acreage of improved

pasture. Average annual net ranch income was slightly less for the

$50,000 nonranch income organization than for the $5,000 nonranch income

level ($7,850 compared to $8,000). Capita] gains income for the $50,000

nonranch income organization amounted to 20 percent more than the capi-

tal gains income of the ranch organization with zero nonranch income.

The influences of various tax provisions on effective tax rates

for the full-equity owner-operator ranch organization are illustrated in

Figure 3. The top line (nominal tax rates) illustrates the specified

tax rates at given income levels for a married taxpayer filing a joint

return. Fourteen percent is the minimum rate and the maximum 70 percent

tax category starts at the $200,000 income level. Average tax rates were

determined by dividing the total tax bill by the before-tax income level.

Thus, the first dollar is taxed at 1*+ percent but the average maximum

rate only approaches 70 percent. Personal exemptions and deductions

were $4,000 per year for the study; therefore, no taxes were due until

the income exceeded $4,000. Personal deductions represent a smaller

proportion of the income as the income level increases.
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Actual effective tax rates in this analysis were influenced by

personal deductions and capital gains deductions from the sale of culled

cows. Capital gains deductions had an increasing effect until income

was at an approximate $23,000 level ($15,000 nonranch income plus

$8,000 ranch income). Below this income level, full advantage could not

be taken of the capital gains allowance. For the $50,000 annual non-

ranch income organization, average annual before-tax income was $57,850

and the actual effective tax rate was 25 percent. The effective tax

rate for $50,000 with $^4,000 personal deduction and no capital gains

would be approximately 30 percent.

Nonranch income was not considered for the complete renter or

tenant organizations. The landowner that received rent would pay taxes

without the capital gains deduction. However, under the 50-50 cost-

revenue tenant- landlord share arrangement, the landowner could claim a

deduction of 25 percent of receipts from culled cows. The tenant under

the share arrangement, when compared with the complete renter, had a

higher income ($600 per year more than the low rent situation and

$2,^00 more than the high rent situation).

Conculs ions

This study examined the tenure and taxing structure of represent-

ative ranch firms in an important agricultural area of Florida. The

analysis established several points with respect to general management

strategy and organization structure of ranch firms. A management strat-

egy of maximizing the after-tax income for an individual was quite

effective, even when several different tenure structures were considered.

Similar results were obtained when the ranch firm operated under an



owner-operator situation, complete renter, or tenant- 1 andlord

cost-revenue share arrangement and the ultimate objective was not maxi-

mum net ranch income but maximum net income for the individual entrepre-

neur.

The results of this study showed that present capital gains

provision in the tax laws provide an incentive for high nonranch income

individuals in the ranching industry to sell calves and increase the cow

herd, while for the lower nonranch income individuals it was more profit-

able to sell feeders and have a smaller cow herd. These taxing

regulations also provide an incentive for the higher nonranch income

operators to replace the breeding herd more often than normally done.

The effectiveness of the various tenure arrangement, other than

the full-equity owner-operator, depended on the tax advantages that can

be expected for one arrangement over another. The renter situation was

entirely dependent on the rental rate. For the renter to be willing to

establish improved pasture and increase carrying capacity, some form of

long-term lease should be provided by the landowner. An incentive must

be received by the landowner in order for him to enter into a lease or

share arrangement. This commitment of the land resource would reduce

his land liquidity in terms of selling land during the years of the

agreement. Thus, the agreement would be based upon their relative bar-

gaining strength. The range for bargaining as found in this study is

relatively small. When the rental rate equals fixed land expenses (no

preference to the landowner) the ranch operator's income was similar to

the income from the full-equity owner-operator solution. At the higher

land rental rate , the operator barely received enough return to cover

family consumption requirements, much less get a positive return to

capi tal

.
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The advantage of the 50-50 cost-revenue tenant- landlord share

arrangement over the complete renter was dependent on the landlord's

level of nonranch income. As the landowner's income increased, the

capital gains provisions on culled cows improved his tax position and

the tenant's income position was always better than the complete renter

situation. Therefore, the tendency should be toward more cost-revenue

tenant- landlord share arrangements.

A higher percentage of tenancy has occurred during recent years

in the study area. The percent of farms under some form of tenant ar-

rangement increased from an average of k. 2 percent in 1959 to 10.5

percent in I969 (Table kj,) . This same trend extended throughout the

other Central Florida counties as well as the state. One reason for the

increased number of tenant arrangements might be retirement objectives of

individuals. The average age of farmers in the study area was 53-1

years (Table ^3). Thus, many farmers are near the retirement age and

might desire to retain possession of their land without the duties of

management.

No attempt has been made in this study to determine the motives

of individuals wi th nonranch income to invest in beef ranches. The 1 969

federal income tax returns showed that approximately 20,000 individuals

with adjusted gross incomes over $50,000 reported $2*+1 million in farm

losses [19, P- 191- The majority of these losses were generated from

activities classified as "livestock farms". It would be very difficult

to ascertain the effect of tax-sheltered investment on the total beef

supply.

The demand for beef is generally considered to be inelastic.

This means that an increase in supply of beef would have an adverse
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Table 43 . Percent of farms under some form of tenant arrangement and
average age of farmers by counties in Central Florida

Count
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effect on cattle prices. Therefore, if the incentives provided by the

present Internal Revenue Code did actually increase the beef supply,

cattle prices would be lower. However, the decisions of individuals

with high taxable incomes would not be affected as much with lower

cattle prices as the decisions of beef producers depending entirely on

the beef organization for their source of income.

The results of this analysis indicated a trend toward larger

breeding herds, larger capital investment, and increased acreage of im-

proved pasture. These trends were even more emphasized as the

organizations were optimized with higher levels of nonranch income.

Beef cow numbers have been steadily increasing in recent years in the

study area. The total number of brood cows increased by 31 percent from

1959 to 1969 (Table kh) . However, the number of farms with mature beef

cows remained stable (2,001 farms in 1 96^4 compared to 2,038 farms in

I969). This trend toward larger beef breeding herds prevailed through-

out Central Florida. In I969, 63 percent of all beef brood cows in

Florida were located in Central Florida counties as compared with 56 per-

cent in 1959 (Table V+)

.

According to the projections in the capital and credit section

of the 1969 DARE Report [k, p. 161], livestock inventory investment per

farm would increase 96 percent from 196*4 to 1975 and 1*40 percent from

1 96'+ to 1980. Total capital investment per farm was projected to in-

crease by 10*4 percent and 167 percent during the same time periods.

Improved pastureland was a large recipient of capital investment in the

programming analysis of this study and the availability of nonranch in-

come increased the improved pasture acreage. The number of farms with

improved pasture and the total acreage of improved pasture have increased
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Table 44. Number of beef cattle farms, number of beef cows that have
calved, by counties in Central Florida

Other Central
Florida counties:
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in the study area, in Central Florida, and in the state (Table k5) •

Acres of improved pastureland in the study area increased by kl percent

from 1964 to 1969- Irrigated pastureland which played an important role

in the optimal organizations of this analysis represented approximately

10 percent of the total improved pasture acreage in the study area.

This analysis did not consider the aggregate beef industry in

Florida. However, the results obtained from the firm analysis seem to

correspond to a high degree with the aggregate data presented for the

study area.

Need for Further Research

The model in its present form has many potential uses. One al-

ternative would be to relax the requirement of a minimum brood cow herd.

This, along with increasing the allowable culling rate, could simulate

the planning horizon for operators going into retirement from the beef

activity. Due to the nature of the multiperiod model, the breeding herd

would probably be liquidated by the end of the planning horizon.

Another relevant objective function might be to maximize net

worth at the end of the planning horizon. Since land appreciation and

land purchasing activities are included in the model, this addition

would be rather easy to make by adding a net worth objective row. Land-

selling activities are not in the model but would be useful in estate

planning if the estate taxing regulations were included. No provision

was made in the model for risk and uncertainty as the firm moves through

time. The effects of variable production rates and prices can be ex-

pected to institute more changes in the optimal organization of a ranch

firm if taxable income is small.
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Table 45. Number
i rr iga

of farms and acreage of improved pastureland and
ted pastureland, by counties in Central Florida
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The model oversimplifies the family consumption requirement.

When incomes are small, the level of consumption would be one of the

more important variables in the total capital requirement. Thus, pro-

visions could be made in the model to include a consumption function of

the type, C = a + bY , where the $5,000 consumption level is the "a"

value plus some constant proportion of annual after-tax income.

Other production alternatives such as purchasing mature cows,

were not included in the model because the model became more cumbersome

and expensive to opera t iona 1 ize . Purchased cow activity would need

separate rows and columns from the raised cows because of different

capital gains deductions and depreciation allowances.

Future research efforts should be directed toward studying as-

pects of the Internal Revenue Code. Closing or reducing the loopholes

in the tax laws, such as reducing the allowable capital gains deduction,

might reduce income tax rates but the effects of such changes on the de-

cisions of beef investors and the general economy need to be considered

before any revisions are made in the tax system. The model developed in

this analysis could be used to evaluate specified revisions in Federal

Tax Regulations, and some general conclusions reached for the types of

firms under consideration.
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EXPLANATION OF INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN TABLES IN APPENDIX

Tables in the Appendix give the yearly optimal ranch

organization and structure of the different analyses conducted in the

study. The following explanations aid in understanding the information

presented in each table.

Owner-operator

Renter

Tenant

Land lord

Cows, mature

Cows , cul led

Weaned calves

Stocker steers

Land , owned

Land, purchased

Land , leased

Land , operated

Native pasture

Owns all resources.

Provides all resources except land and pays a

fee for use of land.

Provides labor and divides income with landlord.

Provides land and divides income with tenant.

Number of cows in herd that are of calving age.

Total mature cows culled for production reasons
plus cows liquidated for herd improvement.

Eighty percent of mature cows wean calves. These
calves are either kept to go into the herd
(heifers, maximum of 50 percent of calf crop)

,

sold as weaned calves, or kept as feeders on
grazing for six months.

Steers purchased in October and kept on grazing
for six months.

Acres in the ranch for an owner-operator.

Acres purchased in specific years which add to
land owned.

Acres of land in the organization for the
complete renter situations.

Acres of land in the organization for the
tenant- land lord situation; land is owned by
land lord.

Acres of unimproved native range available for
graz ing.

|i+9
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Land, cleared Unimproved land that is cleared for improved
pasture in specific years, but not necessarily
the year that improved pasture is established.
Acreage of grazed cleared land is not shown,
but equals the difference between total land

cleared and total land in improved pasture.

Improved pasture Yearly acreage of maintained nonirrigated
perennial grass pasture and seepage irrigated
grass-clover pasture.

Labor, hired Hours of required labor in addition to regular
labor supplied by owner, renter, or tenant.

Conservation expenses Soil and water conservation expenses allowed
for tax deductions.

Overhead expenses Insurance and other miscellaneous expenses.

Property taxes Includes personal property and real estate taxes
for the owner-operator situations but only per-
sonal property taxes for the renter and
tenant- land lord situations.

Depreciation Includes bull ($1.96 per mature cow), machinery
and equipment ($.93 per acre), and building and
land improvement ($.83 per acre) depreciation.
Does not include building and land improvement
depreciation for renter and tenant- land lord

organizations .

Consumption $5,000 per year per family.

Capital Total required capital is capital requirement for

beef organization excluding depreciation plus
capital for family consumption and capital for
paying income taxes. Borrowed capital is amount
of capital required in excess of capital generated
by sales and nonranch income. Capital accumula-
tion is the summation of generated capital minus
requi red capi ta 1

.

Net worth, firm Includes value of 1 ivestock, machinery , equipment,
and land (landowner only) minus borrowed
capi ta 1

.

Ranch income Total receipts minus total cash expenses from
(excluding cull cows) all sales, except culled cows. Minus sign

indicates a loss or negative income.

Receipts, cull cows Taxed as capital gains income.

Net ranch income Ranch income plus receipts from culled cows.
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Net income shared

Nonranch income

Land expenses

Before-tax income

Tax deductions and

exempt ions

Capital gains
exc 1 us ion

Taxable income

Taxes paid

After-tax income

Net ranch income for tenant- land lord

s i tua t ions

.

Income from sources other than the ranch firm.
Included as part of the available capital.

Includes real estate taxes and depreciation on

buildings and improvements paid by the

landowner.

Net ranch income plus nonranch income.

Equal to $U,000 per year based on a family of

four

.

Income that is not subject to income tax (50

percent of sales from culled cows).

Before-tax income minus personal tax deduction
and exemptions and the capital gains exclusion.

Federal income tax on taxable income.

Before-tax income minus income taxes paid.
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Table 46. Optimal ranch organization when maximizing after-tax i ncome

I tem Unit

Cows, mature
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for a full-equity owner-operator with zero nonranch income

Year
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Table Wj . Optimal ranch organization when maximizing after-tax
$2.55 per acre

Item
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income for a complete land renter paying an annual rental rate of
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Table ^8. Optimal ranch organization when maximizing after-tax
$3-15 per acre

Item Unit

I
Cows, mature

Cows, culled

Weaned calves:
Heifers, kept
Calves, sold
Feeder steers

Stocker steers

Land, leased

Native pasture

Land, cleared

Improved pasture;
Nonl rr Igated
I rr Igated

Labor, hired

Conservation expenses

Overhead expenses

Property taxes

Lease payment

Depreciation

Consumption

Capl tal;

hd.
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income for a complete land renter paying an annual rental rate of

Year
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Table hS . Optimal ranch organization when maximizing tenant's after-

1 tern
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tax income (50-50 cost-revenue tenant- land lord share arrangement)

Year

10 1

1

I? 1*4
Ji.

51*
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Table 50. Optimal ranch organization when maximizing landlord's after-

with $5,000 annual nonranch income

I tern

Cows, mature

Cows , cul led

Weaned calves:

Heifers, kept

Calves , so I d

Feeder steers

Stocker steers

Land, operated

Native pasture

Land, cleared

Improved pasture:
Nonl rr I gated

I rr Igated

Labor, hired

Conservation expenses

Overhead expenses

Property taxes

Depreclat ion

Cap! tal;

Tot3l required
Borrowed

Net wor th, f i rm

Ranch income (ex-
cluding cull cows)

Recel pts , cul 1 cows

Net income shared

Landlord:
Net worth
Share of Income

Land expenses
Ranch income

8efore-tax Income

Tax deduction and

exemptions

Capital gains
exclus ion

Taxable InccVie

Taxes paid

After- tax Income

Uni t

hd.
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tax income (50-50 cost-revenue tenant- land lord share arrangement)
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Table 51- Optimal ranch organization when maximizing before-tax income

I tern Unit

Cows, mature hd.

Cows , cul led hd.

Weaned calves:

Heifers, kept hd.

Calves, sold hd

.

Feeder steers hd.

Stocker steers hd.

Land, owned acre

Native pasture acre

Land, cleared acre

Improved pasture:
Nonirrigated acre
Irrigated acre

Labor, hired hr.

Conservation expenses dol.

Overhead expenses dol.

Property taxes dol.

Depreciation dol.

Consumpt ion

Capi tal;

dol

500

90

112

288

3.500

3,000

500

186
15*4

1. 29*4

10. 9^7

2.555

5.927

7,1*40

5,000

<462

83

170

119

80

53

3.500

2.965

35

281

25*4

761

6,596

2,757

5.9V/

7.602

5,000

*4 78

86

91

291

3.500

2.938

27

300
262

923

2.888

5.983

7.981

5*48

99

103

116

220

3.500

2,938

300
262

1,116

2.898

5.998

8.1*46

528

95

127

295

3.500

2.938

300
262

1.085

2.898

5.989

8,106

523

9*4

78
8<4

256

3.500

2,938

300
262

1.138

2.898

5.996

8,097

5,000 5.000 5,000 5,000

Total required
Borrowed
Accumulat ion



for a full-equity owner-operator with zero nonranch income
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Year

10. 1 I Ji- ll.
21.

5*4 2
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Table 52. Optimal ranch organization when maximizing after-tax income

Item Unit I.I.I TTT
Cows, mature hd.

Cows, culled hd.

Weaned calves:
Heifers, kept hd.
Calves, sold hd.
Feeder steers hd.

Stocker steers hd.

Land, owned acre

Nat I ve pasture acre

Land, cleared acre

Improved pasture:
Nonlrrigated acre
Irrigated acre

Labor, hired hr.

Conservation expenses dol.

Overhead expenses dol.

Property taxes dol.

Depreciation dol.

Consumpt ion dol

.

Capl tat;

Total required dol.
Borrowed dol

.

Accumulat ion dol .

Net wor th, f I rra dol

.

Ranch income (ex-
cluding cull cows) dol.

Receipts, cull cows dol.

Net ranch income dol.

Nonranch income dol.

Before-tax income dol.

Tax deductions and
exempt Ions dol .

Cap i ta I gai ns

exc lus ion dol .

Taxable income dol.

Taxes pa id dol

.

After-tax income dol.

Total ranch income - 15 years $''9,999

Total before-tax income - 15 years 194,999

Total after-tax income - 15 years 180,489

Average after-tax i ncome per year 12,033

500
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for a full-equity owner-operator with $5,000 annual nonranch income

5,000

48.452

11,806

W7.603

Year

5.000

10 1 1 12 1L

5,000 5.000 5,000 5.000 5.000 5.000

47.667 48,701

17.029 22.560

i

.
i.337 1 ,07*1.632

Jl
527
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Table 53- Optimal ranch organization when maximizing after-tax income

I tern Uni t

Cows, mature hd

.

Cows , culled 'id.

Weaned calves:

Heifers, kept hd.

Calves, sold hd.

Feeder steers hd.

Stocker steers hd

.

Land, owned acre

Native pasture acre

Land, cleared acre

Improved pasture:

Non irrigated acre
Irrigated acre

Labor, hi red hr.

Conservation expenses dol.

dol.

dol.

dol.

Overhead expenses

Property taxes

Oeprec lat ion

Consumption

Capi tal:

Total required
Accumu 1 at ion

Net worth, firm

Ranch income (ex-

cluding cul I cows)

Receipts , cul 1 cows

Net ranch income

Nonranch Income

Bef ore-tax income

Tax deductions and
exemptions

Capital gains
exclus ion

Taxable income

Taxes paid

After- tax income

dol.

dol,

500
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for a full-equity owner-operator with $15,000 annual nonranch income

Year

10 1

1

I? n II* IL
571
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for a full-equity owner-operator with $25,000 annual nonranch income

Year

8 10 11 12 ±L \u 1L

627
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Table 55- Optimal ranch organization when maximizing after-tax income

I tem Unit

Cows, mature hd

.

Cows, culled hd.

Weaned calves:

Heifers, kept hd.

Calves, sold hd.

Feeder steers hd.

Land, owned acre

Land, purchased acre

Native pasture acre

Land, cleared acre

Improved pasture;

Nonirrigated acre

Irrigated acre

Labor, hired hr.

Conserve t ion expenses dol.

Overhead expenses dol.

Property taxes dol.

Oepreciat ion dol

.

Consumption dol

.

Cap I tal;

500
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for a full-equity owner-operator with $50,000 annual



72

Table 56- Optimal ranch organization when maximizing landlord's after-
with $25,000 annual nonranch income

Item Unit
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tax income (50-50 cost-revenue tenant- land lord share arrangement)
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